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COLLEGE CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER

1918
Sept. 16, Monday ..............• Registration begins
Sept. 18, Wednesday, IO :oo a.m .. Opening exercises, Knowles Hall
Nov. 28, Thurs-day .. ............. Thanksgiving Day
Dec. 20, Friday, 4 :oo p.m........ ·C hristmas recess begins
.

Jan.

Jan.
Jan.

2, .Thursday,

.

.

9 :45 a.m ..... Christmas recess ends

Opening Chapel exercises
24, Friday ................. Semester examinations· begin
25, Saturday .............. Semester examinations end
SECOND SEME~TER

Jan. · 27, Monday ............... Registration begins
Jan. 28, Tuesday, 9 :45 a.m ....... Opening Chapel exercise·s
Feb. 19, Wednesday, IO :oo a.m ... Annual M!=eting of Tritstees
Feb. 20, Thursday .............. Day of Prayer for. Colleges
IO :30 a.m. .......... ;Add-r e.ss, Knowles Hall
·
8 :oo · p.m. ........... Address before the Christian As. sociations
Feb. 21, Friday ................. Founder's Day
Feb. 22, Saturday ............... \Vashington's Birthday
·
Alumni reunion
June 1, Sunday ................ Baccalaureate sermon
June 2, Monday ............... Final . examinations :begin
June 3, Tuesday, · 10:00 a.m ..... Annual Meeting of Trusfoe~ .:8 :oo p.m. . ....... . .. Commencement, Conservatory of
t Music
,::
June 4, W ednes-day, 4 :oJ p.m ... Class Day exercises i.
8 :oo p.m. . .......... Commencement, Ac~demy -·
June 5, Thursday, IO :o0 a.m ..... Commencement, College
1 :oo p~m. . .......... College Dinner
8 :oo p.m~ ........... President's reception
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HISTORICAL SKETCH .
In/ 1881, Mr. Loring A. Chase, of Chicago, and Mr. Oliver
E. ----Chapman, of Canton, Mass., purchased a tract of six
hundred acres of land bordering on Lakes Virginia, Osceola
· and Maitland. In February, 1885, the Legislature of Florida granted a charter to the Wiµter Park Company, tlie
officers of which were Mr. · F. W. Lyman, of Mi1:1neapolis,
President; Mr. Franklin Fairbanks, of St. Johnsbury, Vt,
Vice-President; 1-fr. F. G. \Vebster, of Boston, Treasurer;
:Mr. Loring A. Chase, Secretary. These, with Mr. A. Vy .. ·
Rollins, · and Mr. W. C. Comstock, of Chicago, and Judge
J. F. W elborne, of Winter Park, constituted the Board of
Directors of the Company. These gentlemen ·with eighteen
others subscribed for the entire is~ue of three hundred thousand dollars of stock. A number of them had already .es.tablished winter homes in the vicinity. . Others were attracted by the beauties of the region and the congenial as- .
sociations \\ hich it offered. Such was the genesis of Win.:.:
.ter Park, the "community congenial," unique in its ideals~
f orhmate in its founders and happy in its history.
In such a group of people, spontaneous spiritual generation \V-ould soon produce the thought of founding a co}:.
. lege. 11r. Lyi11an is credited, however., with first giving expression to it. Dr. E. P. Hooker, who "p·reached an eloquent
sermon in · the Town Hall on January 15, 1884," joined
lvfr. Lyman in urging earnestly the building of .a college.
At some time prior to April 18th of that year, a Congre-:-·
gational church had been organized with Dr. Hooker as
its first pastor. The General Congregational Association
of Florida met with this, its youngest church, April 18th
to 20th. At this meeting the question of organizing a col- ·.
lege was discussed, and it ''was voted unanimously to estab-:lish a first-class college in Florida." This · intention ·being ·
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known, overtures looking towards the location of the college were made by Jacksonville, . Daytona, · Interlachen,
Orange City, l\Iount Dora and Winter Park. At the meeting of the Association held in April, 1885; offers of money
and property to be used in the establishing of the new institution were considered, and the offer of $114,000 from Win~
ter Park was accepted. Of this amount, Mr. Alonzo W.
Rollins gave fifty thousand dollars.
When word came that the Association had determined .
to accept _the ·o ffer made by vVinter Park, the chtuch bells
were rung to announce the good news. The same evening
the hon1e of Mr; F. W. Lyman was thrown open· and the
- people gathered to rejoice over the good news ~nclto _pay
honor to Mr. Rollins.
Before ·the end of April the committee appointed by the
Association to secure the legal incorporation of. the college had met at Sanford and drafted a constitution and byla ~s, naming officers and trustees. Dr. Hooker was -appointed President of the College. The officer$ of the Board
of Trustees were as -follows : President, Mr. F. ·w. Lye.:1an:
Vice-President, Rev. C. M~ Bingham; Treasurer, ·11: r. A.
W. Rollins; Audito_r; Dr. N. Barrows,. and Secretary, Rev.
S. D. Smith. The name "Rollins College" was adopted in
honor of the man whose large gift had _assured the es.tablishment of the institution.
·
·
Dr.i Hooker, having assumed .the d1.1ties of the pr~idency, ,soon we~t north seeking new friends and additional ·
money for the college. He · presently reported that Mr. F.
B. Knowles, of Won::ester, Mass., had promised to bear
the cost _of erecting a building which should contain the
chapel and recitation rooms. A beautiful tract of ten acres
of _g round bordering on Lake Virginia was included in the
original offer of money and property made _to the · college.-
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II

During the · summer of . 1885·,. under the superintendence
of Mr. George A. Rollins, work was begun in .the construction of Knowles Hall and plans . were ·made for · t}:ie
erection of two other buildings for use as ·dormitories.·- The
total estimated cost _of these three buildings . was· twentyfive thousand dollars.
·
On November 4th, the opening exercises of the first _college term were held in the audience room of the Congre- .
gational church. A hymn. was sung. · Prayer was 9.ffered
by Dr. Hooker, who then introduced Rev. S. F. Gale, _of
Jacksonville, Secretary and Treasurer of_the General Congregational Association of Florida, who delivered ·_ an i_nteresting addr~ss~
In addition to Dr. Hooker as President, the faculty consisted of Prof. N. Barrows, 1\1.D., Mathematics and Physics;
Rev. Frank S. Child, English and .American Literature
and Elocution; Prof. \V. W. Lloyd, Ancient Languages
and Principal of the Preparatory Department; Miss _
Annie W. Morton, Principal of the· Training ·oeparti:nent,
and Miss Louise M. Abbott, Assistant 1n the Training Department. Sixty-six students were present at the opening
exercises. Among them were three Freshmen, three Nor~
mal students, twenty Preparatory pupils and. forty _in the
Training School.
Accommodatjons were found temporarily · in several ·cot-_
tages and in the audience room of the church. The halls
over "White's Store" were soon prepared for occupancy,
however, and the work of the college was carried on .there
until the new · Knowles Hall was completed. .This building was dedicated_ in · Ma~ch, l-886, · with impressive ex- ercises. Mr. F. W. Lyman, ·the President of the Truste_es,.
delivered the keys of the completed building to Dr. Hooker,
who,_ in his response, paid a well-deserved tribute to both
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l\1r. Knowles and Mr. Rollins. The address of the occasion
was delivered by the Hon. A. J. Russell, State Superintendent of Schools. · An appeal ·was made for money to
pay the cost
furnishing rooms in the girls' dormitory
and in a few. minutes more than two thousand dollars was
subscribed for that purpose. Upon the completion of this
_subscription, a note wa.s read from 1\1r. Knowles · offering
to meet th_e entire expense of the erection of a much.:.needed
dormitory for young men.
The college, now so well established, continued to make
substantial ·progress under Dr. Hooker's presidency · until
- he retired in· 1892. Remaining as pastor of the church, he
continued to sustain close ·and helpful relations · with the
school. The later history of the institution cannot be recounted in ·this statement. Only the story of its beginnitigs
can be told.
After an interval during · which Prof. J. ·H. Ford was
made acting president, ProL Charles G. Fairchild succeeded
Dr.· Hooker and remained in office about one year. During .
another interval, Professor Ford again guided the affairs
of the college until, in 1895, Dr. George M. Ward a.ssu1ned
the presidency.
The story of his devoted and successful service is well
known to all the friends . of the school. In . 1903 . he was
succeeded by Dr. W. F. Blackman, whose presidency of
thirteen· years is the. longest in the history of the college.
During this period three of the buildings now standing on
the campus were erected. The original Knowles Hall · being burned, the present building bearing that name was
. erected through the generous help of Mrs. Knowles . ._An
endowment campaign was conducted by President Blackman, r·estilting . in . securing a fund of two hundred and
forty thousand dollars. _·Among the subscribers to this

of.
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fund was Dr. I;>. .K. Pearsons, the well-known Chicago
philanthropist. .
Dr. Blackman retired from the presidency · in 1915. .During the -following ·year the affairs .of the college were n1anaged jointly by Dean A. D. Enyart and Mr. W. R. O'N.ea1,
the Treasurer. In the fall of 1916, · Dr. Ward returned
to serve as acting president for one year. During this time,
under his leadership, the trustees rallied for · a new and
stronger effort to put the college on.· a sound and strong
financial and educational f 01.1ndation. A guarantee towards
its current expenses for two years beginning in 1917 was
given and, on September -I, 1917, Rev. Calvin H. Frerich
assumed the presidency. With a new appteciation, both of .
the needs and the opportunity of the collegeL the trustees ·
and the new president are planning hope£ ully for a new
and greater Rollins ..

;,,
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WILLIAM OLLIPHANT RENCHER, A.B.,

Professor of Latinr
WILLIAM H. HARRIS, AM.,
Professor of English and Philosophy.

THE ACADEMY
ANNIE CELESTIA ' BELLOWS, A.B.,

Instructor in English and Mathematics.
SUSAN TYLER GLADWlN, A.B.,

Instructor in Science and History.
RUTH

E.

HILLS, B.S.,

Instructor in Domestic Science.
FRANCES GoNZALEZ,

Instructor in Spanish.
ELIZABETH RUSSELL,

I n$truct1or.
SARA MURIEL,

Instructor.

FACULTY

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
SUSAN

H.

DYER, MUS .B.,

D irector, Theoretical Branches.
JULIA C. ALLEN, MU S.D., C.A.G.V.,
Violi-n Ensem ble.
ANNA B. w ATERMAN, MUS.B.,
Voice, Glee Clubs.

MA1uoN C. Rous,
Piano, Sight Reading.
L. w ARNER,
Public School _Music, Viola, 'Cello.

HELEN

CHRISTiNE REECE HARCOURT,

Pipe Organ, Assistant in Piano.

K.

ELIZABETH

KRAUSS,

Assistant in Violin.
FRIEDA V. SIEWERT,
Assistant in Voice . .

OTHER BRANCHES
CATHERINE

A.

J.

D.

MERIWETHER,

BREBNER,

Art.
ELIZABETH

Metal Work.

THE BUSINESS SCHOOL

vv ALTER

HARRINGTON, A.n.,

Principal.
MARY ELIZABETH ZEALL,

Assistant.
LULU LYDIA WHITEHOUSE,

Assistant.
IRMA LILLIE SAMPLE,

Assistant;.
. LEL1A RUSSELL,

A.s:sistant.
A~FRED

J.

HANN A, A.B.,

Registrar.
MABELLE

O'NEAL,

Librarian.

A.n.,
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R-ules and Discipline-President French, Chairman;· Dean Short,
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Social Activities-Dean Short, Chairman; President French, Miss
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Athletics,--Professdr Harrington, Chairman; President French,
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·
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Short, Miss Bellows.
Religious Activities-Pres.ident French, Chairman; 'Dean Short,
Professor Rencher.
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?viiss Gladwin.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ·
Winter Park. The · town of Winter Park is located on

I

the main line of the Atlantic Coa-st Line Railway between
Jacksonville and Tampa, one hundred and ·forty-two miles
south from the fonner city and ninety~six _miles northeast from the latter. Its popu.l ation d1:1ring the summer _
months is · about eight hundred, more than half of which
is white. . Duri~g_ the winter a large number -o f homes,
closed during the sumrner, are occupied, .while the _- guests
in hotels and boarding houses make thet~tal population
within the town area about two thousand. The mildness
of the climate and the bea_u ty and quiet of the surround~
ings attract families · of culture and refinement. Orange
County is without saloons. This fact together with those
already 1nentioned indicates the favorable environment of
the college.

The · Campus. The campus · consists - ·of · tw~nty~five .
acres of ground lying along the north shore of Lake Virg inia. lVIany of the native pine trees have been preserved.
Other trees, . particularly water oak; ·have been planted, to:gether ·with tropical shrubs and plants. · A sod of St. Augus- ·
t ine grass has been cultivated, making the campus a beautiful tract of ground. Three tennis courts _a re in almost
daily use during the school year. Vv ater is· supplied to ·all
parts of the campus from large Kewannee tank, the pres. sure being. secured by. means of · a Dean triplex _fi_re pump.

a

Buildings. - There are eight principal buildings on the
campus. Carnegie Hall, a · brick building costing twenty
thousand dollars, ·c ontains .the library, the offic.es_·of . the
president, treasurer and registrar, together with three .class- .
rooms.
Pinehurst·Cottage, built originally for use as a dormitory,
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is now the home of the -Conservatory of Music. It stands
at the north end of the semicircular campus drive.
Chase Hall, a brick building, constructed at a cost of
about twenty thousand dollars; is one of the two dormitories f o·r boys. It is .a commodious and comfortable building.
The Dining Hall stands at the rear of Pinehurst Cottage
and Chase Hall. It will seat comfortably one hundred and
twenty-five students.
The Lyman Gymnasium stands next to Chase Hall on the
campus circle. It has a good floor and a fair equipment
of gymnasium apparatus.
Lakeside Cottage stands next in the row. It is a Wooden
building providing comfortable rooms for thirty-foUr boys.
Knowles Hall, a fire-proof brick building, contains . the
chapel, laboratories, recitation rooms and the· Thomas R. ·
Baker Museum. The T\1useum contains much valuable material for the study of geology and biology. The chapel ..
w1ll seat three hundred and fifty persons. -A · fine pipe
organ and a grand piano ajd in providing music for the
daily exercises and many special programs.
Cloverleaf Cottage, the . last in the circle of principa1
buildings, is a donnitory providing excellent accominodations for about seventy girls. It is comforta~ly furnished,
and the beautifttl reception rooms on the first floor. aid in
making it a very attractive building. A generous gift last
sum.m er · from 11rs. R. D. NlcDonald provided new decorations and furnishings for these rooms ..
Sparrell ,Cottage, one block distant from the campns, is
a comfortable house of ten rooms designated as a home
for the president.
. Besides these buildings, · a pumping plant, a small art
studio and a boathouse complete the ·campus equipment.
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The Library. At the present time the library c_o ntains .
five thousand six hundred and eleven volumes. Most ·o f
these are useful books. In-addition to these volumes there
are on the shelves about three thousand volumes of govern- ·.
ment publications, among which are tnany valuable works
of reference. · Students and residents of the towns · -have
free access to the library, which is under the .supervision :
of a competent librarian. During the past year tw~ntythree magazines and daily papers have been . regularly received. Additional funds for -the purchase of books and
.
1nuch-ne.eded periodicals are desired.
The Irene Sims Memorial Frencl~ Library. - . Until the
brief illness which resulted in -her death on March 23., ·1918,
Miss Irene · Sims was an earnest and successful student in
the Department of French. In her memory, her father and
mother, Dr. and Mrs. 0. F. Sims, have given a sum of
money sufficient to buy for the library a very considerable
number of books of reference in French and works of the ·
best French authors. 'This - collection will be assigned a _
special place on the library shelves and will
known as
"The Irene Sims Memorial French Library." It is hoped
that it may be enlarged from _time ·to time .and that similar
collections may be established for other -departments.
The Museum. · The 11useum, which occupies two large ·
rooms adj_oining . the chapel, is a valuable .part of the. academic equipn1ent of the college.
Through the kindness of many Rollins students and other
friends of the institution, after the disastrous fire of December _9, 1909, which destroyed Knowles Hall an·d all the ·
museum collections, there has come to our cases much ·material which is of practical value.
The Museum now contains about 7~500 specimens, a few
of which ate the following: ·A large ~ase containing many

.
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rare minerals and shells, from Miss L. A. Cross; Colorado·
· minerals, from Rey. R. T. Cross; a large collection of ·miscellaneous minerals, -fron1 Rev.. C. _DeWitt Brower; representative minerals and marine invertebrates, from th_e U.
S. National M useun1, Washington, D.- C.; ·minerals, from
Johns Hopkins U riiversity ; _special shell cases contain.ing
specimens of murex, melon, sco.r pion, triton, _conch, and
helmet shells; the Frank White collection, the U. ·. S. National 1\1 useum collection and the Captain Bahrt collection
of shells, the latter gathered on many sea voyages; the
-0. P. N.e wton collectiort of Vermont marbles; s~word -fish
swords and other · similar collections; Mrs. C. _ L. Smith's
case of ''1\1oths from the Limberlost," and gold .ores; the
l\.1ary E. Francis collection of mounted photographs of
Florida _w ·ild Flowers; the Mary A. Michener specimens,
including titan iferrous iron ore, the tooth of a- mammoth,
a large star fish, and other specim-e ns·; the Clarence B.
More Collection _of Indian earthenware from an aboriginal
·cemetery in Walton Caunty, Florida; a _vertebra -. of a
whale; _a wagon-wheel sponge; C. J. Ladd and :Professor
Mayo's corals from the Carnegie Marine station - beyond
Key West; F. -A. Alliso~'s silicified woods, massive conglomerates and other specimens;_a historic gavel from-1'{rs:
R.· D. 11:cDonald; a collection :of n1ounted algae, from .11rs.
W. F. Blackman; a diamond i:-attler and other snakes, from
Lieut. Berkley Blackman; a collection of 1ndian arrowheads; 11rs. l\L A. Nobl_e's carefully ·prepared her~ria of
ferns; fifty specimens ·
useful woods from· Jamaica;
lichens f ro1n lviiss Mary L. \Nilson, including a small speci- ·
men gathered by the older Agassiz on the summit of the
Jungfrau ; a collection of -fossils from Egypt, and various
specimens from th~ Canal Zone.
: Sports. The n1ild climate of Florida makes it possible
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for students · to engage in out-of-door - sports throughout
the winter. Three good tennis courts are greatly enjoyed . ·
by thos.e who are interested in this sport. The college_owns
several good boats which are at the service of the ~tudents.
A considerable -number of the students owtn canoes~ which
· are in frequent · use. The lakes abounding ·in .the vici~ity
of Winter Park afford a splendid opportunity for the development of water sports. Such sports, including swim..:...
ming, will farm a leading part in the campus life dttring the
.
coming year.
.

During the war intercot}egiate athletics wiH be liI1?,ited,
if not discontinued. -In accordance -with action takeri ·b y
the alumni, no teap1 will be allowed to represent the college _in ·any forn1 of intercollegiate athletics unless it is
co~pos~d entirely . of eligible college students.
Student Organizations. The Young Men's Christian
Association and the· Yoting Women's Christian· Association
are the centers of the religious life. of the students. Devotional services are held each Tuesday evening. Occasionally union services ai-e held when an address is deliv_ered by a special sp.e aker. The Young Women's Association
by an a~riual ·gift helps in the support of the work _of the
\Vest Tampa Mission.
The Delphic Society includes in its membership both
young men and young women. It is maintained .for the
purpose of literary cul'ture and debate. . Meetings are held ·
on the s~cond and . fourth · l\tlondays of _
e ach month <luring
the school . year.
·
The · Athletic Association is,,_ under the cqntrol of an ex~
ecutive committee, consisting .of five undergraduate~ elected
by the members of the Association and three faculty members chosen by the undergradpate members of the ·committee
in conf eren<;e with the president of the college. · Every regu- ·
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Iarly enrolled student in any department of the college is a
. member of the .Athletic Association. The aim of the -Association is t_he development of the best spirit in and the best
· control o~ athletics.
Publications. The Rollins Sandspur is a weekly paper
published by the students during the school year. To·e edi. tors are elected by a board consisting of the existing editorial staff together with three members of the faculty, including the president of the college. The editorial conduct
of the paper is in the hands of the editor in chief and his
associa_tes, who are_. _ responsible for its policy.
The Tomokan is ., the college year · book, issued by the
senior class. This p~bli_cation has not been issued every
year.
The Rollins College Bulletin is issued four times · each
·year, and is used in conveying · informatibn about the college to its friends. It is expected that a new entry will be
obtained for t_his publication permitting more frequent pub- ·
lication during the c~ming year.
'Glee Clubs. Glee Oub and orchestra work .is encouraged
under the direction of the Conservatory of Music.· Duri_n g
the past year a girls' glee club has been successfully con
ducted. Several concerts have been given by this club in
Winter Park and in other places. This work is encouraged
.in so far as the numbers of students and the demand upon
their tim:e permit.
Organization. The college was organized under the
Florida statute, on April 28, 1885, as an independent institution. Its trustees are a self-perpetuating body, the only
•qualification for membership being that three fourths of its
members shall be members of some evangelical church or
churches. "'··The president of the college, who is e.~ officio
a member of the board, shall also be a member of some
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evangelical church. Though there is no organic relation
between the college and any church, it is officially endorsed
both by the Congregational Educational Society, of Boston,
artd by the College Board of the ·Presbyterian Church in
the U. S. A., of New York City.
Bequests. A suitable form of bequest is sometimes de-:
sired by those who, while they ·c annot give largely during ·
their lives, wish that their property· may ·ultimately be used
for the upbuilding of such institut.ions as · Rollins College.
To such the fallowing form is suggested: . "I give, devise
and bequeath to Rollins College, a corporation, of Winter
Park, Florida, for the use and benefit of. said College. ~ .. ·
I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. "
If real estate is to be conveyed, a full lega_l description
of such property should be· given. I-f it is d~sired that .the
gift be kept as permanent endowm~nt, that purpose should
be stated. Any specific use to be made of such gift or any
designation of the name by which a memorial fund is to be
known can readily be indicated by the giver. For inf ormation with regard to any of these matters, address the President of the College.
Student Self . . Support. A student who desires ·an education sufficiently to do weir any kind of work that may be
offered him · can usually earn a considerable part of hi~· expenses. An occasional student of exceptional industry and · ·
abil,ity ·1nay earn all..his expenses. The college gives·· employ1nent on . the campus .or in the buildings to a · limited
number of students. An active student who can be de- ·
pended upon to give protnpt and satisfactory service can
often obtain remunerative work ·in town. Ordinarily, however, a student should not expect to earn a large part of his ·
expenses while in school.

.,
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THE COLLEGE
CREDENTIALS

Candidates for admission to the college . should present
the following credentials :
I.
Testimonials .of good character. Such . testimonials
should, when obtainable, be from the ·p rincipal of the secondary schoor from which the candidate has · been graduated and from the pastor of the. church which he or . she
habitually attends.
· 2.
A certificate or diploma, or a certified copy of it,
. showing the .graduation of the candidate from an approved
secondary school.
3. A transcript, pi:-~perly certified; showing the subjects
stud.ied and the grade obtained · in each. This· transcript
should show ·the number of weeks each subject has been
studied, the number of recitation periods per we·e k an<l the
length of the recitation period. The college will furnish
blanks for this transcript if desired. Students desiring the .
college to do this should notify the registrar in advance of
the opening of the college~
NOTE-Students unable to present credentials Nos.
submit to an .examination in the required subjects.

2

and 3 may

ADVXNCED STAKDIN G .

A candidate £or advanced standing in the college must
submit a transcript fron1 the records of a college of rank
equal to that of Rollins, showing satisfactory grades in the
subj-ects for which credit is desired. Such students must
also brini testimonials with regard to · their good n1oral
character.
Advanced standing may also .be obtained by examination
1n the subjects for which credit is desired.

THE COLLEGE
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Fifteen units of work satisfactorily con1pleted ·~re re-quired for ad1nission to the college. ·The greater .part. of
this work mu~t he in the -subjects specified below. Properly
certified credentials, as indicated below, showing_the completion of the required ni1mber of units of work in an approved secondary school, ·will admit a: student to the college without examination~
.
The following ·definition of a. "unit'' . as· agreed · upon_in
a conference betwe~n the Can1egie Foundation for the ·Advancen1ent of Teaching and the National Committee on
Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools is ~he one ac- .
cepted by the college and used .in this catalogtte: • "A u11.it
represents·a year's study in any subj~ct ·in a secondary school

constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's 'UJorl?.''
In making this definition, it is assumed that the school
year is of not less than thirty weeks, and. that the recitation ·
periods are not less than forty minutes long.
Four units in foreign languages are r~quired, of · which
candidates for the degree of Blachel or of Arts must present
at least t\'\70 in Latin.
The subjects required. and the i1umber .of units in each .
are shown in the f ollo~ing tables :
By candidates for ·the Degree of

Language:
A.B.
Latin ................................. .2 or 4
Greek ~ ................. ~ .... ·. ·. ; . . . . . . 2 or o
German, or French, or Spanish. . . . . . . . 2 or o,
Englisl1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mathematics ................. : .......... .- . . . . . . . .
History and Civics .... ·........................ ~ . .
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electives ... ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B.S.

4
·3

4
3

2

2

2½

2½·
2.

1

2}4 .

Tota.I .:, ....... ·....... ~ .............. :,; ...... 15
15
NOTE-Not less than two · tin its must he presented in any language
for which credit is desired.
·
·
·

I•.
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.E NTRANCE WITH CONDITIONS

. Candidates who 1ack the required number ·of units may
be adni,i tted as conditioned students provided the deficiency
be not more than two units. Such conditions 1nust be removed by t_h e end of the Sophomore year. . No stndent
shall be permitted to enter upon the work of the Junior
year until' all such conditions have been removed.
DEGREES

":c,

The degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science •
will be conferred on students who complete satisfactorily the prescribed courses and who have n1et all other college
requirements. The courses leading to these degrees in. elude four years of ,;\.1 ork, the prerequisite to which is four
years of secondary or preparatory work or its equivalent.
Students not ·candidates for degrees who desire to pursue courses of study varying f ro1!1 those in the regular curriculum may be admitted to college -classes as special students, provided they present evidence of fitness to ·do the
work they desire. Th~ organization of special classes f0r
such students cannot be promised, since the needs of regular students .must first be 1net. Special. students shall not
1:>e eligible to participate in intercollegiate · games, contests, debates or other official college events.
The degrees of Master of Arts and 1\1 aste_r of Science
may' _be conferred ·upon those holding_the corresponding
baccalaureate degrees from Rollins . Co Hege or f ron1 any
other colleges conferring these degrees upon like conditions, and __ who have spent one year in residence at Rollins
College and -have completed prescribed · courses of study
equivalent to thirty-two· semester hours or four ·units.

COLLEGE CURRICULUM
COURSES WITHOUT DEGREE

Mature students who · desire to receive instruction in
courses not leading to a degree and who have presented
satisfactory evidence of special fitness for such .work may
be admitted as special students. A cou:rse .of this kind is
not open to a student unless he has sufficient credits to admit him to the regular courses as a candidate for a degree.
Special students are not eligible to participate in intercollegiate games or to represent the college in ·public exhibitions or academic events.

Curriculum
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS .

The amount of work required of candidates for the baccalaureate a·egrees is measured by semester hours. A sem·ester hour is one sixty-minute _period of work _per week
throughout one se111:ester. The requirement of candidates
for degrees is sixteen such hours per semester, or orie hundred -and twenty-eight semester hours of satisfactory work
as a prerequisite for graduation, and the obtaining of a
baccalaureate degree. Credit for not more than eight·semester hours may,. at the discretion · of the faculty, ·be _allowe_d
for work done in the School of Music ·or the School of
· Business.
Candidates for the degree of .Bachelor of _Arts shall be
required to include in their courses of study two years of
Latin or Greek; two years of German _or a Romance Language, one year of Mathematics, one year of History, one
year of._Philosophy, one year of Bible and two years of
·Science.
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science shall be
required to include in their courses of study four years of German or ·Romance Language, one year of Mathematics,
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one year of English, one year -of Bible and four yea_rs of
Science in . the group Biology, Chemistry, Physics.
No credit shall be allowed for work in language· unless
at least two years of work is submitted iri any language for
which credit is desired.
Candidates receiving degrees must have no deficiencies
in the work of any semester. They mu.s t .have a reading
knowledge of German or some Romance language, and
they must have satisfied all other college requirements,
including the payment of aH · sernester bills.
No student wiU be permitted to carry more than eighteen
. semester hours of work at one time unless by special permission of the faculty.
Candidates for a degree must present two µ1ajors as a
condition of g.raduation. A major consists of eighteen
semester hours of work done in some one subject or in a
group of closely related subjects, not inchtding work done
in the Freshn1an year. The selection of subjects for subm·i ssion as majors must be approved by the faculty.

Courses of Study
.NOTE-The number of semester hours or periods per week required of candidates for the degree ·of A.B. and B.S. are shown by
the figures at the :right. The figures at the left indicate the -number
of courses required. ·
A.B.
I. Ancient Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
1\-flodern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3. Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
4, 5. Two subjects from the following three
groups, ,but not more than one from
any single group:
A. *Foreign Language,
B. Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
C. Bible, History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

. FRESHMAN YEAR

*Not .a beginning class

17

B.S.
5
3

3

6

17

.-_; =.· •. -.-.· ... ;
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YEAR

A.B.·
Ancient Language, continued . . . . . . . . . 3
Modem Language, continued. . . . . . . . . .
2. . *Modem Language ... ~ .......... ·. . . . s
3. Science ................·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
4, 5. Two subjects from the following
groups:
·
A. Language,
B. Science, Mathe~atics;
C. Bible, Hi.story, English . . . . . . . 6

SOPHOMORE

B-.S.

I.

*Beginning class.
JUNIOR YEAR .
· I. *History · ............... ~.. ... . . . . . . . . . 3
2. . Psychology ............ .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1. *Modern Language .... -......... : . . . .
2. ·Science ......... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
3, 4, 5. Electives .............. ~............. 9 .
4, 5. Electives· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,

3, 4,

6
17

3
3_

·· 3
6

15

15

YEAR
1. · - *Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
5. ·Electives . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

12

*If not already taken as an elective.
SENIOR

3
5
3

· *If not already ·elected.
may be substituted.

4

15
15
If already elect~d, a three-hour course ·

N OTE-Candi'dates for the degree of Bachelor of Science must
complete the science requirement if they have not already done so.

DETAILED-EXPLANATION OF COURSES _
• NOTE 1· -In th~ numbering of the courses, an odd numeral denotes
the first semester and aii ·even numeral denotes the second semester.
Nott 2-1All com:ses are three-hour courses ex<;:ept beginning language coarses, which are five-hou_r courses, and· Senior Bible, which
.
is fou·r hours~ See the outline of . courses. -·
BIBLE

"No one is liberally educated who does riot know the Bible.·
Therefore the great value of a knowledge of biblical literature and history is . emphasized in the courses offered in
-3-

..• .
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this subject. The aim is to do more than merely to teach
facts about the Bible ·and
·give · the student a. certain
amount of biblical information. · A large pa-rt -of the purpose of the work in these courses is to give the student a .
real understanding ·o f the relation of the Bible artd an
earnest study of it to the formation of character an'. d the
shaping of the political, social and religious life of the time.
I. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY AND LITERATURE-. In this
course the outstanding events, the great characters and the·
religious truths of the Old Testam·ent are emphasized.

to

Elective for Freshm en:.

3.

NEW TESTAMENT-The Life and Teachings of Christ.

Elective for Sophomores.

.

5.

CHRISTIAN Ev1DENCEs-This course embraces an ex. amination of the historical character of the New Testament
. and a consideration of the g.rounds of theistic and ·01ristian belief. A · survey of Christian Missions is included.
Elective for Juniors.

7, 8. ETHICS-The history of ethics in theory and prac. tice. The beginnings and gro~th of morality. The theory
of morality, personal and public morality. Christian ethics.
Textbooks, lectures, discussions, reports on assigned read.ings and papers on special subjects.
· Required of Seniors who do not already have credit for eight
semester hours of Bible study, eight semester hours in these courses
being required for graduation. Four hours.
BIOLOGY

GENERAL BIOLOGY-A brief introduction to the
physiology, morphology and evolution of the animal king- ·
dam.
I, 2.

Elective for Freshmen. Laboratory work.
Laboratory fee, $5.00 each .semester.

3, 4. ZooLOGY· Anatomy, classification and general discussion of · the evolutionary relationships of the inverteI •
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brates and vertebrates, including their--coinparative .anatomy
and embryology. .
·
· Elective for S qphomores.
One year of Biology a prerequisite.
Laboratory work.
LabaraJory fee, $5.00 each semester.

·s,

6. ADVANCED BOTANY-General structural, physi- _
ologic~.l and economic · botany of the flowering plants.
Elective for Sophomores or Juniors .
.Laboratory and field work.
L_aboratory fee, $5.00 each semester.

7, 8. EVOLUTION OF THE PLANT KINGDOM· The progress of plant life from the lower t~ the .higher forms 1s
s;ttdied by means of · lectures and laboratory .work.
Elective for Sophomores or Juniors.
These courses 'Will alternate with courses 5 an d 6.
Lab.oratory fee, $5.00 each semester.

9, IO. BACTERIOLOGY-Study of the general characteristics of bacteria; · methods of the· analysis of water, milk,
foods, etc. Special stress is laid on the problems· of sanitary science.
Elective fo-r Juniors -or Seniors.
Laboratory work. ·
Laboratory fee, $5.00 Per semester.
CHEMISTRY

I, 2. INTRODUCTORY INORGANIC . CHEMISTRY-A study
of the fundamental principles and laws · of Chemistry.
Elective for Freshmen.

3. QuALIT_ATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. . Quali- · ·
tative· reactions of the acidic ions and analysis of unknowns
involving these reactions. _· ·A nalysis of salts and minerals.
Elective for Sophomores.

4a~ QUALITATIVE AND QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS-Continued-Gravimetric
and volumetric determinations.
In · the
f"1'"
.
:
volttmetric analysis the student is required to prepare and ·

.....

J a.
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standardize several . solutions and <leterm1ne the value of
several unknown solutions.
Electiv~ for S op_h omores.

4,b.

elementary -study of ·foods _ a·n d food
values. Methods f;r the detection of coni.mon· adulterants.
This course may be substituted for Course ·4. It is designed
also to meet the · needs of students 1n the Department of
Home Economics.
Fooos-An

Elective for SophomoJles.

5, 6.

CHEMI5:TRY-Preparation . of aliphatic
_compounds and compounds of the -carbocyclic ·series and a
study of their -properties.
ORGANIC

Elective for Juniors who have taken preceding courses. -

7, 8. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSI~Analysis of
. coal, iron, steel, brass, bronze, alloys, limestone, felspar, and
·ores.
Elective for Juniors or Seniors.

9, IO. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY_,:_A study of
the classification of the elements according to ·the periodic
law. The rarer elements and compounds are studied in detail.
Electi've for · Juniors .or Seniors.
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY

general survey of the subject based
on text-book study, supplemented by assigned readings and
exercises.
I_.

EcoNOMics-A

Electiva for Juniors.

study of current ·problems . 1n their
relation to economic principles.
2.

EcoNOMICs-A

E _lective open to Juniors _w ho have taken course.

I.

3. ·Soc10LOGY- An introduction to theoretical and practical sociology.
Elective for Seniors.

'
:•'
.··~_:·
.._.-.-··
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4. S~IOLOGY-A study of social, economic and p(}litical_
institutions.
El,ctiv_e ·open to S enior3 who have taken course 3.

5. MoNEY:AND BANKING-A study of the-principles of _
finance, including the history of money, banking and. prices.
Elective open to Juniors · or Seniors.

_··

CORPORATIONS AND TRUSTS-The causes; forms ancf
effects of industrial _and commercial combinations, and the
problems relating to ·them.

_6.

Elective open · to Juniors or Seniors.
EDUCATION

HrsTORY OF EDUCATION-A brief survey of · educ~tion in ancient, medieval and modem times ; the more' im;..
portant topics in the development of American .education ;
a survey of the -present educational systems ~nd -teadingstipon the more important special periods and leaders.
1.

Elective op.en to Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.

METHODS OF TEACHING-A consideration. of the p.rin~
ciple~ underlying the science of teaching. Methods of ._thinking in order to give the student -definite ideas _with regard
to the psychology . of thinking and teaching. The functions and conduct of · the recitatioQ are also considered. ·
2.

Electi've ·open to Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.

_3, 4. · PRINCIPLES .oF · EDUCATION-A study of education
as a science. The physiological, psychological and soci~ ·
logical aspects of education are _outline~L A study is 111-ade
of the primary instincts and their social value and the rela-. .
tion of self-realization to social efficiency. The educational
values of .different subjects of study are presented ·with care.
Elective .open to "Junior.sand Seniors.
ENGLISH

COMPOSITION AND ANALYSIS OF. LITERARY FORMS-.:.
An introduction to -literary forms with . practice in the·· writI, 2. '

·....
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ing of the various types of prose,. togethe~ with training in ·
the essentials of the mechanics of style. A . few master·.: .
pieces in English -are· studied.
Required of Freshme1£.

··

3. THE SHORT STORY-A study of typical examples:
Lectures on the developm-e nt of the short story in English.
Elective open to Sophomores.

4. THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE-A course in
the origin and development of · English literature.
Elective open to Sophomores. ·

5, 6. SHAKESPEARE AND THE ENGLISH DRAMA-A .careful study of selected plays. The chief features of Eliza-bethan life and the theatrical conditions of the time will
be presented in themes and discussions.
Elective open to Juniors.

7. THE ENGLISH NovEL-A course in the structure and
elements of the novel as a literary type.
Elective open to Juniors and Seniors. _

_8. AMERICAN LITERATURE-The history, development
and literary significance of American literature.
Elective open to Juniors and Seniors.

9, IO. POETRY-Its nature and elem,e nts; its forms and
modes. Critical study of poems as illustrations and
amples.

e?{-

Elective open to Seniors.
FRENCH

I, 2. ELEMENTARY CouRSE· Equivalent · to the beginning course in the academy. Grammar, careful drill in pronunciation, reading, conversation, dictation.
Edgren's
Grammar. Halevy' s L' Abbe Constantin.
Elective for Freshmen. Five hours.

3, 4. INTERMEDIATE CouRsE. Equivalent to second-year
course in the academy. Continued drill in grammar and
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· conversation. Weekly written e:kercises. PaiUerou's - L.e · ·
monde OU l' Ott s' ennuie. Bazin's Les Oberle. Edgren's
Grammar.
Elective for Sophomores ..

5, 6. ADVANCED COURSE- · Development of the-Tragedy.
Plays by Corneille, Racine, Hugo and Rostand. · Edgi-en's
Grammar.
Elective for Juniors · and others who have had two years of ·
French .

. 7, 8. . THE FRENCH NOVEL-Works of Balzac, · Bourget,
Bordereattx . and Barres. Brunetiere's History of French
Literature . . Course given in French.
Elective for Juniors or Seniors.

9, IO. :Tn:E AllT OF FRENCH PROSE WRITERS- Works of
Chateaubriand, Flaubert, · Renan~ Lemaitre~ Conve·r~ation
exercises. Courses given in French.
Elective for $eniors.

GEOLOGY
I, 2. GENERAL GEOLOGY- An introductory course coveting the composition, structure, dynamics · and history ·of
the earth.
Elective open: to students who have compleied Chem,istry I and 2.
The science requirements for graduation must be offered in other
mbkc~
··
GERMAN

I, 2. · ELEMENTARY

CouRsE- Grammar, .·pronunciation,
·composition, syntax, translation from prose ·selections.
Equivalent to ·beginning course in the academy.
Elective for Freshmen. Five hours.

3, 4.- · PROSE COMPOSITION- Review .of grammar; reading of modern p.rose ; Schiller and Goethe; a representative·
work of ~ach author; . composit.ion and Jree .production.
Equivalent to second-y.~ r course in th_e acad~my. ·
Elective for Freshmen or Sophomores.

........ . .
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5.

THE GERMAN D~MA OF THE NINETEENTH CENl'-•r

- ·Kleist, Grillparzer, HebbeL
Elective for those who have had the preceding courses.

6. GoETHE- · Faust, with the study of the Faust legeu\i.
Goethe's life.
Elective for advanced student~.

7, 8.

THE GERMAN NOVEL OF THE NINETEENTH . CEN-

TURY.

Elective for advanced students.

9,

~o.-

THE ·1v1onERN GERMAN DRAMA.

Electi-z•e for advanced students.
GREEK
I, 2 .

BEGINNING

GREEK-Grammar, reader, Anabasis.·

Elective for Freshmen-. Fi've ho.urs.

3, . 4. SECOND _YEAR GREEK- Ana.basis . continued.
Homer's Iliad.,· prose composition, study of Greek civilization.
Elective for Freshmen or Sophomores.

5.

ORATORY-Euripides' Alcestis
and an oration of Demosthenes.
GREEK

DRA)'IA

AND

E lective for Juniors or those who have had the preceding course.

6. GREEK PHILOSOPHY- Plato's Apology .and . Crito, selections from Phaedo. ·
7 . . GREEK TRAGEDY.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors" who have had preceding courses .

. 8, 9.

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK.

Elective open to those who have had courses

I

and a~

HISTORY

The political, social . and · con-stitutionial development of England from the e.arli~st period
to the pre~ent time.· Students · are introduced to modern
I, 2. · ENGLISH HISTORY- ·

..

-·.

,\

,•.
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historical methods and much emphasis is laid ·on i~vestiga~on and preparati~n of written anckQral reports.
·
Elective? for Freshmen and Sophomores.

3. RENAiSSANC~ AND REFORM!ATION- After consid~ring
briefly . the · institutions of th~ - feudal - period, this· cou.rse .
treats ·as thoroughly as possible the period of the. Renaissance and the Reformation.
Elective for Sophomores.
~

4. - HiSTORY OF CIVILIZATION-An outline of _the_contributions to civilization by the Oriental peoples, · f ollow.ed by
the· history _of civilization in :Europe. Elective for-Sophomores.

5~ MODERN HISTORY ( 178g~1848)· kfter tr~ating briefly the industrial, social and political conditions of ·Europe
in the eighteenth . century, this · course deals with the period ·
of the French Revolution, with particular refe~ence to its
causes and final results.
Elective for Juniors. and Seniors~

6.

MoDERN HISTORY (I848) - A course dealing with the
modern _political problems of Europe, attempting to explain
them historically.
Elutive for ltmiors or Seniors.
LATIN

FIRST _YEAR LATIN-Grammar, prose composition.
reading from Nepos' Lives and Caesar-. Equivalent -to . beginning Latin in the academy.
_
Elective for Freshmen who have entered college without Latin.- .
· 1, 2.

Five hours.

·

3, 4~ · SEco_ND YEAR LATIN.· Reading f~om Cicero's Orations and from Virgil's Aeneid. _Prose composition.
Electiv~ for Sophomores and -those who have had ·cours_es 1 a!'d z.

.

,

- .
-_ ....-..

.,n·-1 ·
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5; CICERO_ De _S enectute;
translation, -compositi:on.

Terence-Phormio .; · sight

Elective for Sophomores and those who have had preceding
courses.

6. L1vv-Book XXI, with selections from Book XXIl;
Horace, Odes, Books I-III; sight translation, _composition . .
Electi·ve for Sophomores and those who have ha.d preceding
courses.

7. T ACITVs-Agricola and Germania; Pli~y~ selected
Letters. A study of the times in relation to the literature
_of the period.
Elective for Juniors.

8.

HoRAcE-Epodes, Satires and Epistles.

Elective for Juniors.

9. PROSE SELECTIONS-Studies from selected authors
designed to familiarize the student with various styles of
prose belonging to d~ff erent periods.
Elective for I uniors.
10.

SELECTIONS FROM THE POETS-W prks

of represen-

tative authors will be studied.
Elective for Juniors.

CoMEDY-Selected plays of .Plautus and Terence will be read and a study will be made of "the development of the Roman drama.
I I.

RoMAN

Elective for Seniors.

TRAGEDY-Two or three tragedies _of Seneca
will be read and a comparative study will
made of the
Latin and Greek drama.
12.

RdMAN

be -

- Elective for Seniors.
MATHEMATICS

review of quadratics with a
presentation of graphs, determinants, mathe~tical inducI.

COLLEGE ALGEBRA-A
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tion, progressions, permutations and combinations, complex
numbers, and theory of equations.
Required of Freshmen.

Soun GEOMETRY- This course is required of all
Freshmen unless it is presented for entrance.
2a.

2b. TRIGQNOMETRY-_ Plane and spherical. This course
is required of all Freshmen who present Solid Geometry for
entrance.
3, 4. ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY- An introduction to calculus.
Elective for Sophomores.

5, 6.

DIFFERENTIAL· AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.
Elective for Jwniors.
8.

SURVEYING-Class work and field work

· Elective for Juniors and Seniors.

9, IO. ASTRONOMY-An elementary and tion-nmth_ematical course, the aim of which is to give the studen~ a cl_e ar
idea of the relations of the heavenly bodies, their motions,
size, evolution, and the modern-methods of studying .t:he·nJ.
Prerequisite, solid geometry. A supplemental course of lectures on descriptive astronomy is planned especially _for
students taking this course.
Elective for C allege .Students.

METHODS oF TEACHING SECONDARY :rvIATHEMATic:s-A
_review of selected parts _o f h1gh school mathematies, with
speeial emphasis on methods of teaching.
Elective for students preparing to teach . .
MUSIC

Four semester hours' credit in the following· subjects in .
·music will be allowed candidates for baccalaureate degrees:
1. THEORY OF M usrc-A study of the principles of

,.
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acoustics, perception of sound, overtones, rhythm, ~otation,
figure treatment. Thematic, ·r hythmic and .h~rmonic ·analy~is
of classic and romantic compositions, consisting of the·
Sonata, Symp~ony, Canon, Fugue and other vocal forms.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Two hours.

HISTORY OF Music-Ancient and Medieval Music.
Polyphonic music ·and the various schools .of polyphonic
music. The rise of dramatic and instrumental m,usic. Development _of the various musical instruments, the Opera
and Oratorio. History of the classic and romantic periods.
Modern music and musicians.
2.

Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Two hours.

3, 4. HARMONY-Study of intervals and_ musical notations, the formation of the triad and the chord .connection.
Chords of the seventh, modulation and keyboard work. Systematic hatmonizing of melodies which modulate. Study of
-n on-harmonic tones such as suspensions, retardations, appogiaturas, · anticipations, passing . tones, em•bellishments.
The writing of single and double chants.
Elective for Jimiors and Seniors. Two· hours.

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
GENERAL PsYCH'.OLOGY-An introductory course in
general psychology intended to acquaint students with the
·essential facts of _their own conscious life and the general
constituents of human nature. The problems ·and methods
of psychology are studied. Applications to the psychology
of teaching and learning, .mental hygiene; advertising, evidence and other practical problems are emphasized. vV ritten reports on collateral reading will be required frequently.
1, 2.

Required of all Juniors.

3. LoG1c-A study of the aims and methods of thinking. Traditional logic, including the forms of the .syllogism, -
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is studied. The principle·s 0£ deduction are applied t~ _the. ·
methods of scientific investigation. · ·
·
Electi ve for Juniors and, Seniors.
1

4. · HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY-The ·rise and ·d evelopment
of the various attempts to gain a comprehensiv.e view of
reality is-trac_e d -through t~e Greek, the Graeco-Romati and
medieval periods, and a rapid survey is made of the modem
period.
Elective fo.r Juniors and _Seniors.
5, 6. . PHILOSOPHY-The leading philosophical · systems
will be studied with care. Political ethics, including a study
of the basis of .the sovereignty of the state; of the Jurida- ·
mental social rel~tionships, and of the manifestations in the
fields of government, business and philanthropy will ·be
included iri this course.
·Elective for Juniors a·nd Seniors.
7, 8. ETHics-See under "Bible."
PHYSICS
1,

2.

1vIECHAN1cs,

Mo.LECULAR · P~vs1cs-Eqitilibrium

and motion -of solids, liquids; and gas~s ; capillarity and
molecular forces ; heat ; electricity and magnetism; .
and light.

s:~und

Elective for Freshmen or Sophomore~
Laboratory fee, ·$5.00 each semester.

3. HEAT· Among · the topics_treated are: Continuity _o~
state, _Carnot's Cycle, First and Second Laws of Thermo.dynamics, Free Exp~nsion of Gases, Pyrom~ters, :Convection, Conduction an~ R~diation.
Elective for Sophomores or .Junior~.
Laboratory fee, ·$5.00 ~ach se_mester.

·-.

4. LIGHT-This course includes a study of Opti~l Con- ·
stants of Mirrors .and Lenses, . Ab.erration, Optical-Instruments, V ~locity of Light, Wave Theory of' Light~-- Radiation, ..
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·Inter£ erence, Diffraction, Polarization, Th~ories of Reflec- .
tion· and Refraction.
Elective for Sophomores or Juniors.
Laboratory fee, $5.00 each semester.

5, 6. ELECTRICITY-As thorough

study :as is possible,
the special topics being indicated by the needs of the students.
a!

Elective for Juniors or Seniors.
Laboratory fee, $5.00 each semester.

POLITICAL SCIENCE.
POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATESThe historical development of the American governn1ent
is traced· by references to its original sources, ·so far as this
is possible. The organizations and functions of the Federal Government are ·studied and especial attention is given
to the position of the United States with regard to foreign
affairs.
I.

GoVERNMENT AND

Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
•,.

COMPARATIVE GoVERNMENT· T~e ancient . governments ·of the Greek cities and the Roman Empire are first
briefly considered as an introduction to the ,s tudy of the
' modern European state. This is followed by a comparative ·
study of the organization and actual working of government
in the leading states of Europe.
2.

Elective for Juniors and Seniors.

3. INTERNATIONAL LAw-The historical development 0£
relations between ·states, and the principles and practices of
international intercourse.
Elective for .S enio-rs.

4· ·POLITICAL THEORIES-The fundamental nature of the
state, of governm.ent, sovereignty, liberty and law; -a con·

<
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sideration of the relation of the state to tlie mci1vidual, of
state to state, and a classification of. states.· and governments~
Elective f~r Seniors. ·
SPANISH

YEAR-Pronunciation, grammar, compost- ..
tion, translation, conversation.
1, 2.

FIRST

Elective for Freshmen.

3, 4. , SECOND YEAR-Grammar, composition, conversation. Selections from Cervantes' .Don Quixote_. Nunez de
·Arce's~/il Raz de Lena. Galdo's Dona Perfecta. Collateral
reading.
Elective- for S opho·mo-res.
5, 6. THIRD YEAR-Spanish literature of .the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries; the novel, the drama, and the
ballads.
Electi1.1e for Sophomores and Juniors.

'----

THE ACADEMY
. /'

The academy courses have _in view two distinct objects:
First, to prepare. the student for· further study, either at
Rollins College or at any other standard college; and, second~y, to give as br~ad and practical an education as ·possible to students who .cannot take a college· deiree.
A total of sixtee~ units, including o_ne unit .in Bible, is
required for graduation. Of these sixteen units, _thirteen are
required, and three are elected from certain subjects as indicated in .the outline of courses below. - _These requirements are based upon those established in the college in accordance with which the degrees of Bachelor of ·A rts and
Bache_lor ~f Science are conferred. ·They are as follows:
A.B.
Engliish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Mathematics .............. .- . . . . . . . . . . '3
Latin .·............................... 2
Modem Language ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . .
Science ......... .- ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . 2
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ·
Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Elective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
16 .

B.S.
3
3
2·
2
2
1

3
J6

In the following outline of the · academy courses, the
figures at the right indicate the number of periods· per week
in the subjects studied and _the selections which· students
should make in view- of the degrees for which they expect
to become cand_idates when they enter college. The figures ..
· at the left indicate the number of courses which students
are expected to pu·rsue.
OUTLINE OF COURSES
FIRST YEAR

A.B.

English . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 5
Mathematics .. ._ ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . 5
3. Science .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
I.

2.

B.S.
5
5
4
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A.B.

4. Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. Latin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Or Modern Language ........ .

B.S.

1

I

s

5
20

SECOND

20

YEAR

English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . s
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · S .
·3. · History ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4. Bible ... .·. : ... . -. ................ ·. I
5. Latin . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ·
Or Modern Language ........ .
I.
2.

5
5
4
I

5

20

20

English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
2. Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
3. Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
4, 5. Two from the following group:
Latin,

.5
5

THIRD YEAR

1. .

I

. Greek,

·M odern Language . . . . . . . . . .

9

9
20

20

FOURTH YEAR

History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ·
Physi~s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.
3. Bible ............................ I
4, 5. . Two from the following group :
English,
Latin,
I.

4
5

2.

I

Gr.eek,
Mod.e m Language,

.Commercial Work,
Home · Economics . . . . . . . . . . ro

IO

. 20

20

Explanation of Academy Courses ·
BIBLICAL COURSES

I.

OLD TESTAMENT-The

history

of the

Hebrews· down

to the rise of the monarchy.
Required of first year students.
Two hours.

-4-

I,;,;;,

...

· •

.

~

..

. ·.--:- ......
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OLD TESTAMENT-Old Testament history ·from the
time of David to .the Christian era.
2.

Required of second year students.
Two hours.

3. NEW TESTAMENT-The life of Christ
Gospels.

.1n

the fonr

Required of third year student.9.
Two hours.

· 4. ·. NEW TESTAMENT-The founding of .the· Christian
Church. The life and work .of the Apost.le. Paul and the
message of his epistles.
Required of fourth year stud en ts.
Two hours.
ENGLISH.

and
constant practice in the writing of sentences and ·paragraphs,
with such reading as will· serve to fix in mind··the ·customs
of good writers.
I, ~-

RHETORIC AND CoMPOSITION-Elem·entary text

Required of first year students.
Five hours per week. ·

3, 4,. ENGLISH GRAM
MAR-Exercises in · composition
\
.. will constitute the work of the first semester.. The second
. semester will be given to the reading of classic.s arid the
more advanced work in composition.
.

Required of second year students.
Five hours per week.

5, 6.

CLASSICS
-Training irt the writing of critical essays and the stn<ly
of the plans for such essays. The secon~·-semester ·wm be
devoted to a .study of American Literature.
THE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH

Required of third year students.
Five hours per week.

7,. 8. . A TiIOROUGiI REVIEW OF ENGLISH GRAMMARPreparatory to the work of the Freshman year in college.
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During the second semester, .a . rapid _survey of English Lit~
erature· will be given . .
Elective for fourth year students.
Five hours per week.
GERMAN

e~sentials of -grammar,
with easy reading and practice in speaking and writing.
BEGINNING GERMAN· The

I, 2.

Elective for first, se.cond or third year students.
Five hours per week.

3, 4. . SECOND YE~R GERMAN- The study of grammar
and composition-continued. rhe texts read illustrate .Ger- man life · and customs an.d ·afford subject matter .for conversation.
Electivefor second, third or fourth year students. ·
Five hours per week.
·
GREEK

and compos1t10n.
The Anabasis will be .read during the -latter part of the·year
with special attention · to inflections and · grammatical · constructions.
I, 2.

BEGINNING . GREEK~rammar

Electi'lle for third year students.
Five hours per week.

3, 4. SECOND YEAR GREEK-The Anabasis is continued,
with a review of ·the grammar before _beginning a stttdy of
the Iliad. Attention is given Jo Homeric forms-and to scanmng.

Elective for fourth year students.
Four or five times per week.
HISTORY

brief account of the Oriental
peoples, •£ol1ow:ed by a study of the. hts.t ory of Greece and
Rome.
·
·
I.

ANCIENT HISTORY-A

Required of second_year students, first semester.·
· Thr_ee times per week.
· . . '.

.··:
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brief review of
the facts of medieval European history, followed by a survey . of the history of Europe from lhe beginning of the
sixteenth century to the pre-s ent time.
2.

MEDIEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY-A

Required of second year students, second semester.
Five times per week.

3. AMERICAN HISTORY-A topical study of American
history designed to prepare the student for · an advanced
course in American politics.
_
Required of four th year .students, first s~mester.
Five times per week.

4. C1v1cs-A study of local government as illustrated
in the township, city and county. Special stu~y will be made
of the state -government ·of Florida and of the _C onstitution
of the United States.
·
·
Required of fourth year students, second semester.
Three times per week.
LATIN

and .composition. A
thorough study _of the principles of syntax and word forms
· is required.
I, 2.

BEGINNING LATIN· Grammar

Reqi,ired of students expecting to become candidates for the
A.B. degree.
Five hours per week.

3, 4. SECOND YEAR _LATIN-Caesar, Gallic WOif's, Books
I-IV. Supplementary reading and continued study of grammar and composition.
Required, of students expecting to become candidates for the
A:B. degree.
·
Five hours per week.
·,,

·•.

5, 6. THIRD YEAR LATIN-Cicero. · The Orations against
Cataline, I-IV, are read, followed by the Archia,s an<l the
M anilian, Law. Pro.se composition with ~areful drill m
grammar.
Elective for students who have had two years .of Latin.
Five hours one semester; three hours the other semester.
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7, 8. FouRTH YEAR LATIN-Virgil: Books I-IV of-theAeneid are re_ad, with supplementary study of ·syntax, the
epic form, prosody, scansion, rhetorical figures,- and myt}lology.
· Elective for students who have had three years of Latin.
Five hours per week.
MATHEMATICS

i,

algebra, including factor- ing, the solution of simple and simultaneous equations and ·
a shtdy of quadratics.
2.

ALGEBR.A. · ·E lementary

Required of-first year students.
Five times PeY week.

3, 4. PLANE GEOMETRx-Methods of construction and
original work will be required.
Required of second year students.
Five times per week.

5.

review of elementary algebra, ·followed
by a study of _imaginaries., progressions, binomial _theorem,
extraction of roots, expansions; and th~ solution of both
simple and simultaneous· quadratic equations~
ALGEBRA-A

Required of third l 1ear students.
Five times per week.

·

·

- . 6. SOLID GEOMETRY-The appltcation of the principles
of plane geom·e try to three dimensional space.
Required of third year students.
Five times per week.
SCIENCE

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE-Physical geography and
physiology, with a study of elementary biology.
I, 2.

Required of first year students.
Five hours per week..

3, 4. PHvs1cs-A thorough study of the ..elementary
principles _of physics. Laboratory work is required.
Required of four th ')'ear students.

Five times ~ week.
· · .
Laboratory_fee, $2.50 each semester.

TEACHERS' NORMAL COURSES
THE STATE CERTIFICATE

..I

. The present state law of Florida provides two ways in
· which graduates from Rollins College and similar institutions may obtain state certificates . .
Under Chapter 7372, Section 17, o( the laws as enacted
in 1917,- any Rollins student' regularly graduated since JtJne
15, 1905, may obtain a state certificate without· examination
by filing ~ith the . State Superintendent of Public Instruction his or her diploma, or a ·certified copy of ·it,' presenting
satisfactory evidence of twenty-£ our months of -successful
teaching, and paying a fee of five dollars. .
Under Chapter 7373, Sections .·1 and 2, _graduates. from
the college may obtain state certificates without examination and without meeting any ·other conditions, provided,
first, they have devoted three-twentieths of their tillle to the
.study of psychology and education;· and, ·secondly, that the
college submits . to such inspection and regulations as may
be prescribed by the State Bbard of Education .and the.S~ate
Board of Control ; and, thirdly, that the courses -.o f study.are
found to ·be the same or equivalent · to those prescribed
and sustained by the State University and the ~orida ~tate
College for Vv,,,omen.
OTHER CERTIFICATES

Candidates for . third grade certificates are required to
pass examinations in orthography, reading, arithmetic, English grammar, composition, geography, United States history, physiology, and theory and practice of t~c;htng. An
. average grade of s~venty per cent must be obtained in.these
examinations and no grade shall be below fifty · per . cent.
Candidates for the second grade ·certificate.· must pass an
examination on the same subjects required ·of ·can_didat~s for
.

.

.
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the thjrd grade certificate, and on agriculture and civil gov:- .,
ernment, and must secure an average· grade of eighty .per
cent,_with no grad~ below sixty per cent.
Candidates for .the first grade certificate are examin•e d · in
physical geography and .algebra in addition to·-the s~~j_ects .
named abQve, and are requireq to obtain an average grade
of eighty-five · p er .cent, with no grade below sixty per_cent.
.Third grade certificates · are· -valid for one · year, second
grade certificates •for three y~ars and .first grade· ce_rtificates ·
for five years from the date on which they are issued..
COURSE OF STUDY ·

All the subjects in which candidates for th_e first, _·second
or third grade certificates are examined are · f ou~d i~t" ouracademy courses except .t he "Theory and Practice
Teach,.
ing." If as many as five students desire _to study this subject, a class will .be formed_. Third ·or f_o urth year. academy
students may elect this subject inst~d of one of the Subjects offeted ih the outline of academy courses. If. ·this
election is made, the academy course becomes a normal
courses as defined by the Florida Law of 1917.
In order that _the broadest and the best-·p reparation may
be given those who are candidates for the state certificate,
several courses in the field of education ·are .offered to --$tU-.
. dents of college rank. These COUr$eS are explained 'unqer
the head of "Education" in the ''Detailed £xplanation of
College· Courses." They include the .following:: _'~Histo_
ry of
Education," "Methods of Teaching," and -the ''Pijnciples of ·
Ed_ucation."

·of.

SPECIAL REVIEws·

Shoula a sufficient ·n umber of students desire .it, special
revfow classes will · be -_formed iri the subj-ects-. upon ·which
candidates for the ·first, second or third grade ·. certificates are

:
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· examined. These classes, if formed, _will be · designed to
meet the needs of public school teachers who cannot ·remain
in school during_ the winter months. Such review classes
will not be formed unless the numbers desiring them justify
the college in incurring the expenses involved in · providing
for the· instruction.

THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory offers opportunities for the .serious
.study of music. The highest standards are maintained ·and
the best trained and most efficient teachers.. ·are included in
the faculty. . Constant use i~ made of music as. a ·means
for aesthetic and intellectual culture.
The location and environment of the coll_ege are peculiady·
favorable for the study of music and other fine arts. _Among
the advantages ·enjoyed by .students in _the:~onserva_tory '. is
the opportunity for constant association .w:i th college _students, the courses of study open in the college, · an_d -1ife·· in
the midst_ of college influences and culture.
The Rollins Conservatory, ho~ever, while a part of the
college and . under the same-- administrative· management, is·
distinctly a ·professional school : for -A:he training_·:of musi- . -·
cians both as .performers -and teachers.. Its . curr_icu.lum
modeled upon those of the ·g reat conservatories of th_e country, such as the New ·- ~ngland Conservatory, the- Peabody
Conservatory, and others.
.

is

ADMISSION

Candidates for admission who are not. personally known to the management of the college ·or the _conservatory should
bring letters of introduction establishing ·their- moral _character~
Candidates for •a diploma should be graduates - from ·a ,
recognized high school or academy, or they ·shotild-.cornplet~
the course -in ·the Rollins Academy before _receiving a ·. di- ·
plom~ in _music . . Candidates ·for d~plomas -~ho are not grad- .
uates from the Rolli~s Academy or any other: secondary
school of similar _rank, may, at the discretion of the·factjtty,
l)e required,· as ·an evidence of the requisite ·amount of gen~ ·

' . .• r- .- .
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eral edu~tion, to prepare a thesis upon .s ome designated
topic.
DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES

Diplomas are given to students who have ·completed .the
prescribed courses of study, including the theoretical work
required, and who··have also met the requirements with regard to general .education .as stated above.
Diplomas are given in ·Piano, Voice, Organ and Violin.
Teachers' certificates will be given students who .have
completed the required practical and theoretical -courses and
. who have demonstrated their teaching ability by giving instruction through ·at least one ·semester ·under the :supervision of the mu~ic f acuity.
··
·
Certificates are given in Piano, Organ,· V oi~e, Violin and
Theory.
·
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Recognizing the growing importanc.e . of public . ·school
music, and knowing the demand for teach~rs in tlus field,
the Rollins Conservatory has established a course covering
one year of work ,i n this subject. It is designed -for advanced students wh'o desire to prepare themselves ·to- teach
public. school music in all the grades of the elementary and
high schools of the state. A certificate of graduation will
· be given each student who successfully completes this course.
. CONCERTS, CHORUS, GLEE CLUBS, ORCHESTRA

In order to give the students opportunities to hear the
best ·music artistically per£ormed; a· series of recitals is
given during the year by members of the.music faculty and
by the best outside talent obtainable. Infonnal recitals are
given .each mo~th .in Knowles Hall. ·aass ~ecita.1s_. are f requently arranged by the t~hers for the benefit of ·the less
· ~dvanccd pg.pils.
··
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Choruses and glee clubs . are organized under the- directi_on of the instructor in Voice. During the .p~st ·year ·a very
.-successful orchestra has aided in many -programs· and given
opportunity for students to appear· in public. · · EQUIPM~NT

_ The pipe organ in .the Knowles chapel affords excellent
opportunity for . pra~ice by organ pupils. The . splendid
grand piano, also in the chapel~ provides for concert . work.
Pinehurst Cottage is devoted -to the work in music. · It ,pro.
.
·*
vi des 3--dmi_rable.· facilities £or classes, instructfori studios and
- practice rooms. · The office of -the director -.is · also in the
building. , The practice rooms are furnished · w·i th sufficient
pianos for students who require practice periods.
COLLEGE CREDIT

Four semester hours' credi~ towards a baccalall:~eat~ _de- ·
gree will be allowed for work in Theory qf Mu~ic, -History ·
of .Music,- or H~r~ony. For a statement ·co~ce~i~g ~ese
courses, see the· outline under the head of ''Music'' in the
l:>etailed . Explanation o·f College Courses.

Courses of Stady
.. THEORETICAL . COURSES
HARMONY

This course covers two years of work and gives the student a thorough knowledgt, ·of .modern hantlOny. · The eri:- ·
tire two years of work are required of those ~ho:are given .
certificates or diplomas.
. .

First Year-- Thorou:gh drill in the elements .of _harmoriy. ·
Figured ._ bass.
board°' work .

l-Iarmonization of simple me~odies. . -Key~ 5 ·
.

-.

:
•.

,I'

-_-: ·~.
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••

·-
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Second Year-Modulation.
tical applicat.ion· of material.

Advanced harmony.

Prac-

Two hours each week throughout the year. COUNT~RPOINT

This course covers _one year of work in counterpoint.
Open only to students who have completed· the first year of
. work in harmony. ·_ Required _of candidates £or certificates
in the Theory of Music.
Textboo~: F. J. Lehman's "Simple Counterpoint."
One hour a week throughout the year.
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION OF MUSIC

A lecture course of one year. · Required of candidates for
diplomas .or certificates, The course covers the development
of the art of music from, the primitive times to the present
and is illustrated _by informal recitals by· m embers of the
faculty and' by Victrola records of standard compositions.
1

Textbook: Clarence . G. Hamilton's ''Outlines of Music History." - ·
Two hou.-rs each week throughout the ye.ar.
MUSICAL _ESSENTIALS

Theory-A lecture course covering. the year. _· Required
of candidates for diplomas or certificates. It includes a
series of talks on · acoustics, with . practical · demonstrations ·
hy the instructor in physics in the college. The terms, marks.
of expression used in music and the nature and compass of
musieal instruments are studied. _Special attention · is also
given to the _.analysis of musical -form. ·
No textbook is used.Two hours each week throughout the year.

Ear Training-It ·~s recommended that students take this
course, covering _o ne _year, be£ore · beginning. the study" of
harmony. It is required of all candidates for certificates or diplomas, and it is essential to a genuine apprec~ation of

S9 .
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music. It gives to students a thorough training in tonerelationships and rhythmic values.

No textbook is used.

.

Two hours ea~h week throughout the ye_
ar.

Sight Singing-Classes open to all college students free.
of charge. Piano sight reading classes conducted by. the
head of the piano department.
Hours to be arranged.
OTHER CLASSES

Accompanying-Glasses conducted by the head ·of the
piano department.
Hours to be arranged. ·

Ensemble Class-Conducted by the head ·of _the vi91in de- ·
partment.
Hours to be arranged.

I
f

/.

PRACTICAL COURSES

PIANO

In the P_iano Department no exclusive method is adhered
to, ·but the principles which ~are inculcated ar~ those common to good . modern piano playing the wodd ._over· the ·.
use of_relaxed-arm-weigh_t in tone -productiotj,
a ·flexible
wrist in shading_and phrasing, the necessity :and beauty of
a good legato _touch, of a singing tone in melo~y playing,
of independence of the fingers in passage-work, etc.. · ·· ,~ .....~
· Although the piano course ·cannot be offef~d :for compl~tion · in ari allotted ·number of years, on account ofthe great- ·ly ·varying ·talent and industry of the -individual pupil, the
work is divided into three grades, as follows : -

·of

.

.

·Elementary; rudiments of technique; practice ·in reading.; ~ ~degrees the major and. harmonic minor .scales-; studies;· sonatinas o.f
Clementi, Kuhlau,. Mozart; easy· pieces~ musically· render_~ . · .
2. Intermediate. Technique ; major scales ; harmonic and melodic · .
rnfoor scales-; studies for velocity and style; Bach .Preludes· ind 'In~·
ventions ; . the less difficult of the Beethoven Sonat~s; the·_ artistic·
I.

. ...
_

.. .
·. .

.--.
_,,

:

.

.
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·performance of i ornantic and modem compositions of increasing
difficulty. .
3. Advanced. ·Higher technique; scales.; Cramer and Czerny
Studies; Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord; · the . .more . difficult
Beethoven Sonatas; Chopin and the effective interpretation of. concert pieces~
.

The completion of the advanced grade, w.i th the addition
of the required ·secondary studies, .entitles the pupil to the
·
Teacher's Certificate.
For the piano . diploma, a further course of ''virtuoso"
work is required.
ORGAN

Pupils cannot be given instruction on the <?rgan .till Stich .
knowledge of the pianoforte has been acquired as ·will insure satisfactory progre·ss - on that more ·complex instru~
ment, the organ. This demands at least two years ·o~ piano
·
study, here or els.ewhere.
The aim of this department is to fit pupils for holding
chl.llrch positions. · The large organ · belonging to . the ·col.:.
lege, and· the smaller .b ut very effective instrument recently
instaUed in the Congregational Church, are at the service
of pupils both for instruction· and practice.
I
Clernens's Organ School, or Stainer'~ Organ Primer; easy trios
by Rheinberger and others; Oemens' Pedal Studies.; ·Hymn Playing.
CouRsE II
Easier Chorals of Bach and others; Nilson's Pedal Studies;
Bach's Little • Prelu·des and Fugues; ·sight · reading . of hymns and
· other ordinary church music ; simple· pieces.
COURSE III
Bach's Preludes and Fugues; selections from the·: best composers
· for organ, such as Guilmant, Lema re, Dubois, ·Hollins; Rheinberger,
COURSE

.

\,

'

'.

.

and others. ·

·

·

·

The completion of Course III, with the . required secondary . studies, entitles the pupil to the Teach~r's ·. Certificate~

.•..

: . ..
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.,·
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For the diploma a further ·course of virtuoso work ,is required~
VIOLIN

The regular course for graduation embraces :two ·1mes-- · ·
private lessons for acquiring technique an:d .repertoire,.· and
the ge~eral .course in harmony, theory, sight~readi~g;:, and.
orchestral practice.
Two lines of study may be pursued, ··viz : The . art.is.t s'
. course, which prepares the pupil for ·:_ concert an:<;t: public
work; the· teachers' cours_e, which covers practically·· the
same ground, but does not require the same num~r of- .p ub- ·
lie appearances and _allows the .omission of. ·the .·graduates'
recitals required ·in the artists' course. · In both ·cour~es·, _all
solos ~d a_ large _n umber of etudes must .bei~.orized.
.The methods used are those establi~hed by the _·,~eat D~
Ber.iot,. and developed and perfected by the greatest violinists ·of today!
.With -occasion;tl. additions or changes to suit· the· individual needs_of. the pupil, · the course is as follows : :
FIRST AND SECOND GRADES (ELEMENTARY)

Violin schools by W ohlfart, Schubert, . DeBeriot and· others.
Scales and exercises for bowing and intonation with particular attention to purity · of tone; easy · pieces.
·
.

.

.

THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES (INTERMEDIATE)
.

I

Violin schools · by Leonard, DeBeriot, Sevcik; · studies- by Kayser,
Maza:s, .Herrmari; ~r:st-twelve· studies by Kreutzer, .Fiorillo, etc.;· concertos by Viotti_,·DeB'eri'ot, etc., and pieces of medium -djfficulty.-_
FiFrH AND. SIXTH GRADES (ADVANCED) .

Studies.· J>y Rode, .Rovelli, Casorti; · Kre)Jtzer; Paganfoi, Campagnoli, Meerts, Wieniawski, Vieuxtemps; Casorti, and:-others. ·· .
Concertos by Mozart, Mendelssohn, Rode, Kreutz_er; Bach~ Bruch,
Godard, .etc.· Concert · solos (or .repertoire.
· · · ·· . . .
.· AM candidates for _·g raduation . must demonstrate ·their ability
sight .playing and· ensemble work.
·
·

in .
.

·,
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SINGING .
CouRsE

I

Breathing; tone .p lacement; study of intervals; major scale arpeggios based on major and minor triads; vocalises of Sieber and
Concone ; simple songs in which special attention is given to shading, phrasing and enunciation.

II
. Minor and chromatic scales; arpeggios based o_n chords of the
seyenth ; Vocalises ·selected from Lamperti, ·Panofka, Bordogni and
Lutgen; interpretation of Italian, French and German· songs.

COURSE

Ill'
Perfecting of technique; study of recitative and aria from oratorio and opera.
·
CoURSE

The candidate .for C:ertificate in Singing must have completed the third course, together with the·· required theoretical studies; and must also have had one year._of piano
study, and be ·able . to pronounce correctly English, Italian,
and either French or German.
For the Diploma in Singing ·an exceptional voice and
marked interpretative ability are essential. In addition to
. the required ·theoretical · courses, the candid_a te must have
acquired a . ~ufficient knowledge of French, German, and
Italian to ·sing in these three languages, and must be able to
play· any ordinary piano accompaniment.

HOME ECONOMICS
Training in Hom~ Economics, always · useful and desir-able, is especially important at this time .because of war
conditions. . In offering thorou.g h ·courses in _the departmen~, the college is . attempting to perform a _part of its
war-time duty while articulating its work in the most practical way with the life of the community.
.,
COURSES ·

Two courses, as outlined below, are offered. The longer
course includes four years of work similar in charact~r and
requirements t() the regular college courses.. All of the subjects except those in the special field of home economics,
are identical with those studied iri ·the -.r~gular college
courses. Students studying subjects common to both c·oi1rses
will be enrolled in the same classes. Graduat~s
.this
course will be given the· degree of Bachelor of · Science.
The shorter .course will incl tide tWb years of work. ·It
parallels ·in part the third and fo'urth years of tlte academy ·
work. Students stu~ying subjects· common to this course,
the four-year course in domestic economy and the academy
course will be enrolled in the sam1e classes. This course
is designed especially for those who wish to prepare them- ·
selves for the duties _o f home-making.

from

ENTRANCE • REQUIREMENTS

Students desiring to matriculate· for the longer course ·will
be required to present credentials and credits· similar to
those required of students desiring to enter the other-- col~'
lege courses. These ·conditions are stated under the head
of ."College Entrance Requirements." Students desiring . ;
to enter ·the _shorter course shotild have had the work of
the first two years of the Rollins •Academy courses or ·its
equivalent.

-~
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_.C)utJine of Courses .. ..
In the following outline of · the courses of study the nu..:
. merals indicate the number of hours_per . week in the subjects as named: ·

Four Year Course
FIRST YEAR

First
Second
Semester Semester

English ........ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .
Ph:ysics .·....................... ... . . . 3
Modem Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
17

y EA'R .
·Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Biology ............................ ·.
Modern Langu~ge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elective:
Bible . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
History · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

3
3
3
·5
3
17

SECOND

3

3

3
3
6

3
.3
.·6

3

3

18.

18

THIRD YEAR

Econoni.ics ......................... .
Psychology ......................... .
History of Education .............. .
Bacteriology . . ........... ·............ .
Chemistry of Foods ................ .
Elective:
Bible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3
Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
History ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 3

3.
3
3

3
3

.· 3

3

3

3

.3

15

15

Sociology ..................... ~.. . . . . 3
Home Economics .. .................
3
Electives (three courses):
Bible .... : . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
English · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Modern Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

.3
3

FOURTH YEAR
!

t,.

HOME ECONOMI.CS COURSES

First
Second
· Semester Semester.
History- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
9
Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 9
15

.IS

Chemistry .......................... . 3
Cooking ................. -........... . 3
Sewing ..................... : ....... . 3
Household Management ............ . 3
Bacteriology ........................ .
Btiglish ......... ·..................... . 3
Marketing ................. ·......... . I

3
3

Two Year Course
FIRST YEAR

·3

3
3
I

. 16

16

3
3

3

SECOND YEAR

Chemistry .. .• ........ . ............... .
Coqking ..-.......................... .
Dietetics ................. ............ .
Economics .... ~ ..................... .
Physiology ......................... .
Electives ( two courses) : .
Advanced Biology . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Adv·a nced Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . 3
Lunc_h. Roo1;1 Management...... 3
Admm1strat10n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Dressmaking . ; .. . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Cooking ·....................... 3
Bible· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

3
3

3
3·
3·

6

6

18

18

·

EXPLANATION OF COURSES

For statements in subjects common to the college and
.domestic arts courses see the detailed explanatio'n of college courses.
The special courses in home economics will ·include the
f ollow.ing :
Cooking and Sewing-The preparation and . s.erving ·of ·_
foods ;··, food sanitation; household · accounts; a_._ brief study _
of cotton,- linen, wool and silk fibers ; house furnishing; _.t he
use of coinmercial patterns and the construction -of .simple
garments.
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Textiles-The · production, properties, · preparation and
treatment of fi}?ers used in textile manufacture. The .histori~al developinent of spinning, weaving, and the modern
processes of manufacturing . . The characteristics of wool,
cotton, linen and silk materials are studied in orde~ that the
·student mra y be a competent judge of their qualities.
Sanitation-A study of water supply systems, sewers,
disposal of waste, 1nilk supplies, ice _supplies, and .shop sanitation in so far as their products entering the home may
spread contagion; general sanitation of the .home, disinfection, fumigation and cleanliness.
D-ressmaki1ig-Artistic and skill£ ul hand sewing is
taught, and emphasis is placed on · the application of the
principles of costume and design.
H om_e _M anage-ni-e nt-This course includes ·a careful study
· of the economic history of the household: the family income
and its expenditure; the budget system; necessaries for efficient living; house maintenance, furnishings and equipment.
Cost of food and clothing, 111ethods of. saving and .buying
are studied.
Advanced Cookery-This course will include a study of
the preservation of fruits and vegetables. The principles
of cooking as already taught in the elementary course are
reviewed and _applied. · The cost, prep4ration and serving
of formal meals in. the hon1e and · of simpler .meals for the
home, as we JI as for institutions, _wi1l be studied.
Dietetics-This course will present the fundamental principles of human nutrition and their application to the feed- ·
ing of individuals, families and groups under varying physiological, economic and social conditions.
N OTE'-Selections will be made from these courses, or other
courses similar . in character and requirements will be substituted
as the needs of the students indicate, the double object being to
keep these courses and the work of the department up to the best
college standairds and, at the same· time, to make it as practical and
helpful' as possible.

THE .SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Three coi1rses are offered : · The Comm-e rcial-Academic ·
Course, The Accounting Course, The Stenographic Cottrse.
The C01nmercial~Academic Course-The more responsible and .important positions in business life require a broader ·
educational foundation than is usually given by business col~
leges. The Commerc.ial-Academic Course -is recommended
to those who feel the need of such training. It inch1des four
years of work. About one-half of the work is identical with
that. of the acad,.emy. The balance of the work consists of
that which is offered- in the regular accounting· and . stenographic courses in this department. · Students pursuing this
course, there·f ore, receive the benefit of both the cultural
and the prof essfonal' ·studies.
The .Accounting C ou·rse-This · course is designed .for
those who have not time · to take the longer . CommercialAcademic Course, but who wish training in actual bttsiness
methods. It requires one year of time and ·gives the stu- .
dent practical training for any ordinary business position.
The Stenographic Course-This course is also designed
for ·those who cannot take time for ·t he longer ·CommercialAcadem·ic Course, but · who wish to become stenographers.
The time required is, ordinarily, one school _year. The ·work
includes training in Shorthand, Typewriting, ·_a nd . S.pell_ing. ·.
For the best results, students should have the eqtiivalentof a high school training before attempting this course.
Stenographers, to be most success£ ul, . need a wide knowledge of many things. They should', especially, be thoroughly trained in Engi1sh. Both in.t elligence and a good degree
of generat education are prerequisites for remu!}etative positions with the opportunity for advancement~
Business Positi_o ns_ We are frequently called . upon to
furnish young men and women to fill positions in business
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houses. There · is an ever-increasing call · for · competent
stenographers and bookkeepers to occupy · positions. in the
government service. We have, in the past, been able to
place many students in satisfactory positions, and the coinpetent and ambitious student need have no misgivings about
finding a place today.

Outline of Courses
First Semester
ACCOUNTING

STENOGRAPHY.

Introductory Bookkeeping and
Business Practice. ·
Commercial · · Arithmetic
and
Rapid •Calculation.
English and Spelling.
Penmanship.

Shorthand:
Elements of Phonography
Dictation . .
Typewriting. ·
English and· Spelling.
Penmanship.

S eco1·i d Seniester

Advanced
Bookkeeping
Office Practice.
Commercial · Arithmetic
.Rapid Calculation.
Penmanshil}.
Commercial Law.

and
and

Shorthand:
Speed Practice . .
Typewriting.
·
Commercial Correspondence.
Penmanship. ·
Stenographer's. Office Practice.

COMMERCIAL-ACADEM-IC COURSE ..

Periods

per T-Veel:
English .......... . ........................ .
5

·FIRST YE.AR

:Mathematics ............................... ·
Science ..................................... .
Bible ... , .... ; ............................. .
Commercial Subjects ............ . .......... .

5
5
l
IO.

SECOND YEAR

Engliish .....................' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bible ........ ·.... . ............................
Commercial Subjects . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5
5
I

15
26

. :·.

.

.

COURSES OF SCHOOL OF BUS_INESS
THIJU> YEAR

English . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Bible •. ..• ........ ~ ................. .- .. ~ . . . . . . . I
Commercial Subjects ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . IO
· .Elective :
·
Lan.guage .................... ·. . . . . . . . IO ·
Mathematics ...................·.. ... . ...
s. IO

.

26
FOURTH YEAR

Bible ........• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commercial Subjects .................... ...
. Electives :
Language ...............................
EngHsh . ..... ~ .. ~ .- . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i

_IS .
Io
3

5. 8 or

10. ·

24 ·or 26

Explanation of Courses
For an explanation of courses in subj.ects which are.· common to the Comrnercial-Academic Course and .the Academy
Course, ·see the explanation of the Aca.demy Courses.
Bookkeeping-This_course offers instruction i_n the_funda- ·
ri1ental principles of. accounting. Modern .double· and single
entry sets of books are kept. In addition, the _·student is
gi~en repeated drills in opening and closing variotts _· sets of
books, taking trial balances, . and . ·preparing the financial .
statements. The -work of the second semest_e r includ~s the
keeping of adv~nced ·sets of books for a bank, a factory, a
commission and a wholesale house.
Shorthand-In the ·first semester instruction is gi~en in
elementary phonography and dictation. The Isaac Pitman
system of shorthand is used. The principles stud_ied are
immediately put into practice by taking di_ctation ·ccjmmensurate ·with . the student's knowledge of the. subject ..· The
aim is_to develop legibility, speed and confid,ence from the
beginning.
During the second semester attention is given.· to short
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cuts and the ability to write new phrases without hesitation. The dictation is confined to the best examples of business letters, papers and documents;
Typewriting-The student is taught the touch system.
From the beginning attention is given to correct firtgering
through the use of a text containing graded lessons ·and by
.class exercises conducted by the instructor~ When the introductory exercises are ~ompleted, the student is given business papers to copy preparatory to taking them from dictation for transcription.
Students are familiarized with copyi~g and duplicating .
devices and other details of office work in the Stenographer's
Office Practice Course· as described in· the _·n ext paragraph.
Stenographer's Office Practice Course-A systematic
training is given in copying, tabulating, manifolding~ followup systems, f or1:11- letters, and other practical and useful devices and methods.
C0111-111.e rcial Arithmetic a.nd Ra-pid Calculation-The student is _instructed in the problems that occur for daily solution in commercial ·life. Special emphasis is laid. on problems in interest, discount, percentage, partia:l payments, and
stocks and bonds. Daily drills in short methods .of ·computation receive attention. The aim of the coitrse is to develop reasoning ability together with accur~cy and speed .
., English-This course is preparatory to the work of the
second semester, which is devoted _entirely to .commercial
cor·r espondence. Modern business letters require ·a thor- .
ough understanding of the principles of English Grammar,
punctuation and speHing. Unity, ~oherence and emphasis
of sentence and paragraph are essential to properly constructed business letters. The selection of the right word
is also of vital importance.
Students presenting advance credits in English may en-
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roll in other courses in academy or college English. High
school ·graduates may enroll in the Freshman _class_in English and thus secure excellent training in this important·
subject.
Commercial Corr.espondence- This course is primarily a" ·
. course · in the composition of the · various type's of_business-·
letters, such as letters -of application, letters ordering_ goods,
sales letters, and letters of collection. Telegrams . and _teports are carefully treated. Actual business situations are
assumed and letters taken from business life are introduced
to give reality to the work. The ability to~~rit_e. effe~t-ive
business letters will do much toward assuri~g · future success.
Penma,nshiP- The aim of this course is to ·teach a plain;
rapid, easy and· legible business wtiting. ·,, The _ability · to
write a good business ·hand is essential ~o any young· person
desiring to enter upon a business career.
Commercial La'ZO-lt is the purp.qse of thi.~ course to ·impart a working know ledge of the principles of the ~a ws ·
which pertain to everyday business transa<;tions. -The student is familiarized with his liabilities and.· ri~hts in business .re~tions, and the operations he performs · in · other
courses are used in making a practical application of the
principles·taught.
The course includes a study of _contracts, neg6~ia~ instruments, agency, partnership, · corporation, mortgages,
deeds, insurance, real estate, · personal Rroperty an1 . other.
similar subjects.

.

.THE SCHOOL OF FINE _,ARTS
It is the aim of the School' of Fine Arts •to·-give its stu-- .
dents a thorough ~nd practical knowledge of the principles
of art and acquaintance with its literature. _ A three years'
course is offered, which · every student is advised to take,
and at the satisfactory completion of which. a certificate is
granted.
For those students who do not .take the. regular -course,
special work is provided, which includes ·instructiori in outline work, charcoal, pen and ink work; painting in_oil, water ·
colors and pastel, stenciling, furniture decoration and design. An elementary course is offered to the stud_ents of
the academy.
The Rollins Stud_ios occupy a separate building, planned
and erected for the Fine and Applied Arts; they include
three well-equipped, airy rooms-the main st~dio, a modeling room for work in clay, wax and plaster, arid ·the work_shops.
COURSES OF STUDY
COURSE !-'-CHARCOAL WORK

Still-life, casts, figures, lands<:ape, design.
COURSE II-P.AINTING
.
( a} Oils; Water-colors, ·pastel, still-life, landscape, portraiture,
.
miniature.
(b) Furniture-decoratioµ, stenciling, lettering.
COURSE III-MODELING AND CASTING

From the antique, life, and original de-signs.
£ouRsE IV-ANATOMY; PERSPECTIVE, ART APPLICATI()N.
CouRsE V--£oMPOSITION, ILLUSTRATION, _P osTER DESIGNING,
.

...

ETc.
#

A sketch class, free to all students in college works out
of doors · once a week, the neighboring Jakes and drives
furnish unusual advantages for landscape work, -in color or
· pencil.
In connection wiith the other art courses is offered a
course of ·lectures on History .of .Art. and Architecture, .His- .
tory of Ornam~t and .Design, Metho,ds of Work· in Metals
-and Wood, and the Apprerjation of the Masters. ·

·•;;
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SCHOOL OF APPLIED ARTS . -

'

.

The following courses a_re offered in Applied _. Arts:
COURSE I~METAL WORK

(a)

fy.laking by -hand of r_ings., pins, . .pendants, etc., in
· silver and •gold and semi-precious stones..
·
( b) Hammeted, pierced and repousse work in brasis _and ·s ilver.
JEWELRY.

COURSE II-LEATHER WORK

Tooling, modeling and tinting of leather (for bags and cases, etc.).:
COURSE. III-BASKETRY .

hi the manufacture of baskets from ·Florida pine needl~
and wire.g_rass; also tinted reeds in various weave, a1;1d ~oiled

A course

raffia in ·Indian designs.

COURSE

·

IV-APPLIED ' DESIGN

A cour.se in practical design, encouraging original ideas to be
worked out in one or more of the courses.
CouRSF. V-HOME DECORATION
Ma.king of. various articles of home furnishing -by hand, stenc~l.ing, . etc.

The •several courses -in Fine ·and Applied Arts are also
arranged to accommodate the winter ·residents _who wish to
take such work for a limited. time. Many
the .visitors·
in search of health and rest are glad to occupy : th~ir time
in taking · up some of the -college work. The· moderate
charges ·made for these short courses . are in _·proportion to
the other c;harges of the college.
All finished work ~ill remain .under the ~ontrol of tlJ.e
faculty until the dose of the college year.

of

,. ·. .

EXPENSES
Advance Payment-All semester bills are. payable in advance. · If bills are not paid or satisfactory arrangement for
payment is not made within ten days after .matriculation,
the student will be excluded from classes until such payment or arrangem,e nt . is ma.de.
Tuition-Tuition in the College, the Department of IIome
Ec"onomics and the School of Business
$60.00 per year;
, in the Academy it is $40.00 per year. , For tuition and other
fees in the Conservatory of Music, see the special schedule
of music fees. .These _fees and all other college charges
are payable by the semester in advance, as stated .above.
Free Tuition-By long established cus·tom, the children
of ministers, candidates for the ministry and . children of
members of the f acuity or other employ es of the college
receive free tuition in· the college or the academy. They
are expected, however, to pay all other fees and to pay the
regular tuition if they enroll in other · departm·ents~ ,
Winter Park Students-In accordance with an agreement
between the college authorities and the Public School Board
of Winter Park, students prepared to· do the work _of the
eleventh or twelfth grades in the high school and whose pern1anent residence is within the Winter Pa.r k school district
wiH be admitted to _the corresponding class·es in. the academy
with ·free tuition. Such students will, however, pay the usual_
laboratory fees for work requiring the use of the laboratories.
Students in the ninth or tenth grades of the high school
who reside in . the ·Winter Park school district will not be
admitted to academy classes unless by written ·consent from

-

.

is

NOTE-The so-called "Florida High School Scholarship·s," under
which all -graduates from ·Florida high schools received tuition, will
longer be granted.
·
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the Public School Board. lf such consent is given, students so admitted . will pay the regular tuition fees.

Tu:ition .for. Short Periods- Tuition -in the CoUege, iri the
Department of Home Economics and in the School of Business for periods shorter than- a semester 'will be pa~d atthe
rate of $3.00 per week, provide~ that the charge·_m ade _f ot
any period shall not be less than $5~00. Tuition in the
Academy for a period shorter than .a semester will be paid
at the rate of $2.50 per week, provided that the charge
made for any period shall not be less than $5.09. _When
. tuition payments computed on the basis of the r~te per \\reek
here stated shall equal the regular. semester fee, no addi- ·
tional tuition shall be charged for further attendan~e ·during
the semester. Refunds- The expense~ of the institution are not rec~uced
when· a student leaves school before the end of the· semester. For this reason, refunds of tuition or other _fees can
be allowed only to a very limited extent. ·
No refunds will be made when students are· sent home
on account of misconduct or similar causes.
If students in the College, the School of Business or the

Department of H·om.e Economics who have paid tuition for
the semester are compelled to leave school befor~ the end of
qf .
the semester, their tuition will be computed at the rate _
$3.00 per week for the time they have been enrolled: and
any balance then remaining shall be refunded. - For students in the ·Academy, the <:omputation shall be at the rat~
of $2. 50 per week. ·
No refunds on fees for room rent, lights,. athletic or
laboratory fees will be. made for absence of less .than onehalf a se•fuester. Students in school less -than one-half a .
·semester ·will pay these fees . for the half semester; stu-
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dents in school more than one-half of the semester will pay
for the entire semester.
Rooms--Young ·women who: do not live in Winter Park
are· expected to _room in Cloverleaf Cottage~ Young men· in
the Academy and the School of Business will room in Lake:side Cottage. Older students in these two departments may,
with the con.sent of the president of the college, or if Lakeside Cottage is overcrowded, room in Chase l:fall. College
students will room in Chase Hall.
All dorm,i,t ory .rooms are furnished with si~gle beds with
wire springs, mattresses, pillows, dressers, tables and chairs . .
All other f tirnishings desired are to be provided by the
students. Each ·occupant of do'rmitory room should bring
thr~e sheets, one pair of pillow cases, one one-half dozen
towels, · blankets and napkins. · These articles · should be
plainly marked with the owner's: name.

a

Reserving Rooms--Rooms may be reserved: in advance .
only .upon the payment of a fee of $5.00. This payment
· will apply on the regular semester bill for room rent -when
the student registers. Should a student -w ho has reserved
a room_by making the advance payment of $5.00 ·decide not
to enter school, a refund of the advance payment-will be
1made, provided such a refund is claimed not less than two
.weeks before the opening day of the school year. The latest
· date on which such refund may be ,made this year will be
September 4th. Reservations may be mad_e in the orqer in
which advance payment is received.

Light-Each student occupying a dormitory room will
pay a fee of $4.00 per semester, or $8.oo. pe.r Y,ear, for the
use of electric light. Each socket in the· dormitory rooms
will be supplied at the beginning of the -year with an electric bulb. Any additional bulbs required ·during the year
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on account ·o f breakage or· loss in other ways will" be pai1
for by the student.
.
· Lab'oratory · Fees-Except · in advanced Chemistry · and .
academy Physics, · all laboratory fees ·will be ..$5.oo· _per
semester, or. $10.00 per· year. Students doing laboratory
work in home ec?nomics will pay the same·-laboratory fee
charged other students. A fee £or the use of supplies .tised _.
in cooking and _.seWiing will .be charged at the discretion of
the instructor.
Students' Association F ee-.All students in the·~ Coll_ege,.
Academy, the School of B!usiness and musi{: stu4ents ·_ who ·
live on . the campus will pay to the treasurer, with ·other ·
fees, a special fee of $3.00 per · sem~ster, such_fees to.·constitute a special fund for the support of _student. enterprises! ·
This . fund shall not be deposited with college funds, .- ..but
shall be kept separate and us~d for the following purposes·:
I. The payment of a subscription t~ the Saff4.spur;
2. · The care of boats, tennis -courts and other cart1:pus
athletics ;
.
.
.
3. The payment for unnecessary damage or destruction .
of college property; .
4. Any balance remaining after the above expenditures
have been met may be used in the support of other student
enterprises.
_
A report _will be made· to the student ·body from tim~ to
time of the :amount and the uses of this Ju·nd. . Subscrip-: .
tions will be made to the Sandspu'.r in the. name
of students_
·paying the fee, such sub.scdptions covering the .entire year"
or such portion of the year· as is cove.red ~y th~·_fee. This
fee, as well as all other fees - except : tuition fees, will be
paid for periods of not less than one-half a s·etnester.
Special Examina:tions-A £ee of one d~llar wili_ be charged
. for examinations given at times not regularly .-specified· ~Y
the teacher. of the subject or the f acuity. · · This does not
.
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apply to entrance examinations, which are free. -Students
who miss e~aminations on account: of sicknes~ may, at the
discretion of the teacher, l?e excused from paying the fee
for a special examination.
Late Attendan~e-A · special fee o"f one ·dollar will be
charged students who enroll after the opening day of the
second setnester, provided such students have·. been in attendance during the preceding semester.
Diplomas-·The £~es for diplomas ar:e as follows:
For ·College Degrees ........................... . $5.00
For Academy Diplomas ................. .... ~. . . . 3.00 .
For Certificates of Graduation ...........•....... 2 oo

Books-A supply of textbooks for a11. departments is
handled in the College Book Store. From this supply students may purchase books at the usual retail price. · Books
are sold for cash.
Table Board-A dining hall managed on the cooperative
club plan is maintained on the campus. The btiilding used
is pleasantly located at one side of the campus overlooking
Lake Virginia. The dining-room will seat com£ ortably
about one hundred and fifty persons. The college engages
the manager, who does the buying, engages and -manages
the help, both in the · kitchen and _the dining-room, and is
responsible for the cooking and serving of the meals.
All students living on the campus are expecte.d to board
in the dining ball, and all students boarding in the dining
hall are, thereby, members of the Boarding Club. The
members of the Club elect one of their number as president
and another _as -secretary. These officers -serve .during the
semester. The ·Club meets at stated times to receive reports from the manager with regard 'to" income and expenditures, the cost of food and service and any other mat..;
ters requiring attention. After receiving such reports, the
.
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Club, throt~h its officers, . triay advise -~oncerning menus,_
service,- the cost, more or less~ of board or other mattersrelating . to the management of the· Club affairs~. The fee for _table 'b oarding has, during the past year; ·
been $100.00 · per semester or $200.00 per year~ This fee
will be . continued until experience may show w:he~her · it
should be m•a de higher or lower wlhile providing satisfactory.
board and ·service. If, after aJI ~the facts are known and
full value for the fee charged has been render.e d •in compe-·
tent buying and management, the students ·des-i re a_. better table than -can be -provided for the established-. fee, ~ higher
fee may be · fixed, and correspondingly better board provided. ·. · If, on the other hand, the students , ~~sire · to restrict the ~enu. and so lower· the cost of board.ing, this may
be done.
Fo~ periods shorter than one half a semester,. the rate as ·
-now fixed is .six dollars pey week, or one •dollar per d~y._
-_Single meals ·will · be . served ·at the rate of thirty-five -cents
· for breakfast or lunch and fifty cent's _for dinner.. 1\1:em- .
· hers of the Club bringing personal guests for · ·meals -will
pay _at these rates.

SUMMARY -OF EXPENSES
(Exc·e pt in the School of Music)

, First
Second For the
Tuition:
Semester Semester Year
College .............................. $30.00
$60.00
$30.00
School of Business .. . ............... 30.00
30.00
Home Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.00
30.00
Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20:00
_- 20.00
Room Rent with Heat ................. -. 25.00
50.00
25.00
Table Board .. . .............. ........... 100.00 ·
I00.00
200:00
8.oo - ·
Lights ........................ ·. ......... 4.00
400
Students' Association Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
6.oo
3.00
~

Total for year

$324.00

Laboratqry Fees:
Physics, Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50
Physics, College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
Biology _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
Chemistry ............... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
Advanced Chemistry ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 7.50
Home Economics •....... ; . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
Diplomas, ,College ................. . .... .
Diplomas, Academy ..................... _
Certificates of Graduation .............. .
Special Examinations .................. .
Late Attendance .........
Books, from $5.00 to $rn.oo.
4

••••••••••••••

2.50

-5.00
5.00
5.00
· 7.50
5.00

5.00
10.00
I0.00
I0.00
15.00 .
10.00

5.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
I.00

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC F·E ES
TUITION

Piano, Pipe Organ, Voice, Violin-

First

Second

Un'd er · Heads of Departments:
Semester Semester
Two half hours .p·er week ...... ~ . $3.5.00
-$35~00
One half hour per week .. ......... 20.00
20.00
Under other teachers:
Two half hours per week . . . . . . . . . 25.00 ·
25.00
One _half hour per week ........... 15.00
15.00
Single lessons :
Under heads of departments ..... .
Under other teachers ............ .
_Harmony,
Counterpoint,
Mu3ical History and Appreciation,
Musical Essentials,
Four separate courses,
10.00
Two hours per week, each . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Sight Singing,
.
5,C>0
One hour per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 ·

Year
$70.00
40.00

50.00.
3 _0 .00

1.50
1.25

20.00

I0.00 .

USE OF PI ANO FOR PRACTICE

One period daily . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Each additional daily pe.rio.d . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.00 ·
2.50

5.00

rn.oo

. 2.50

5.00

...

.
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DECREE.S CONFERRED AT .THE ANNUAL
COMMENCEMENT, 1917
BACHELOR OF ·. ARTS
Conoway, Mary Louise
Funk, Anna Florence
Hanna, Alfred Jackson
McQuaters, Edwin Arthur .
Thoren, Paul Lloyd

Fairmont, W. Va. .
Leesburg

Tampa
Orlando
Chicago, Ill.

GRADUATED FROM THE 'ACADEMY
New York City
B~cktis, -Mary Eleanor
Orange City
Douglass, Edward Rusisell
Winter Park
Harrison, Paul . Waller
Hill, Sumter· Brock
Maitlan·d
. Winter Park
Ingram, Warr en Marsh
Minneapolis, Minn.
Lake, Albert Randolph
I ,ewis, -Leon Demarest
St. Petersburg
Winchester, Mass ..
Mansfi.eld, Harriet Louise
Wihchester, Mass.
Mansfield, Herbert Stanley
:Matlack, Marion Brooks
Sorrento
Sanford
I.,hilips, Marion Tracy
Sanford
Philips, Raymond Clark
Winter Garden
Tilden, Harold Conrad
Winter Park
Ward, · Frederic Harri3
GRADUATED FROM THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Organ
· Lenfest, Hazel Coffin
\Vinter Park
GRADUATED FROM THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Bookkeeping
Backus, Mary Eleanor
New York City
Campbell, Herbert Theodore
Winter Park
Conway, Ephraim •Davis
Bostwick
Taylor, Aaron Alexander
Oak Hill
Stenography
Greene, Ruth Ellen ·
OakLawn, R. I.
Hanawalt, Leslie Lyle
Westerville, 0 .
Mansfield, Harriet Louise
Winchester, Mass.
Orange City
Wheldon, . Maurice Austin
C

IPin:-i

LIST OF STUJ)ENTS
. COLLEGE
POST GRADUATES

Conaway, Mary Louise, A.B.
Crawford, Cora Belle, A.B.

Fairmont, W. Va.
Orland-o
SENIOi.S

Hutchinson, Robert Clark
Muriel, Sara Evans
Noxon, James Isaac
Pellerin, Sadie Sawyer
Russell, Eliz_abeth
Stone, Annie Catherine .
\Valdron, Katherine Gorton
Yancey, Sara Williams

New Bedford, Mass.
Jacksonville
Auburndale
Jacksonville
Fort Pierce
Winter Park
Tampa·- ·
Orlando
JUNIORS

· Brown, Bessie · Lynn
Hanchett, Winifred
Hilt Jaines Harold
l\f cKnight, Ada Elizabeth
Stone, Flor:ence Merced·es

Winter Park
Orland.o
Maitland Orlando ·
. Winter Park
SOPHOMORES

Jacksonville
Oak Lawn, R. I.

Bennett, Dorothy
Greene, Ruth Ellen
FRESHMEN

Appleby, Madeleine
Backus, Mary Eleanor
Douglass, . Edward Russell
Doyle, Kathetine Elizabeth
Haynes, Evelyn Gladys
Hill, Sumter Brock, Jr.
Ingram, vVarren Marsh
McFadden, Norma .
Muriel, Gerardine
Philips, Marion Tracy Philips, Raymond Clark
Russell, Lelia
.
Sawyer, Clinton How-ell, Jr.
Slauter, Hildegard Bessie
Stone, Winifred Esther
Tilden, Harold Conrad
Ward, Frederic Harris ·

- ·· . . .

Norwood, · Mass.
Winter Park .
Orange ·Cjty
Winter Park

Daytena

Maitland
Winter ·Park
.Nevada, Mo.
Jacksonv.ille
Sanford
SanfordFort Pierce ·
Savannah, Ga~- ·
. Jacksonville
· Orlando
Winter Gai-d~n
Winter -Park

ROLLINS COLLEGE
SPECIALS

Davis, Frances
Gates, Katherine Maxwell
Guzman, CeciHa ·
Halsted, Lucretia Fay
Johnson, Sexton
Sawyer, Lillian Everleth
Shaw, Benjamin Chandler
Siewert, Frieda Viola
Smith, Bertha Gladys Stephens, William Harrison
Swearingen, Nina Mae
\Villiford, Mildred

Waldoboro, Me.
Winter Haven
Havana, Cuba
Orlando
· Orlando
Savannah, Ga.
Ormond Beach
Winter Park
Rydal, .Pa.
Apopka
Orlando
Apopka
ACADEMY
FOURTH YE AR

Barr, Betty
Biglow, Irena Turney
Campbell, Alice Modena
Coffin, Eleanor June
Coop-er, Alan Mills
Foley, Isabel
- Hanawalt, Leslie Lyle
Holiday, Minnie
· Keezel, Florence Marie
Moreman, Agnes Minerva
Richards, Dorothy Duncanson
Rose, Ethel Linia,n
Siewert, Elsa Margaret
Tucker, James Robert
Waddell, Frances Marion

· Orlando
N·ew London, Ohio
_Winter Park
Winter Park
Moline, IlL
Charlevoix, Mich.
Westerville, Ohio
Wekiwa
· Winter Park
Maitland
Oberlin, Ohio
Lockhart
Winter Park
Winter Park
Winter Park

THIRD YEAR

Tampa
Winter Park
Winter Park
Winter Haven
Ocoee
Maitland
Winter Park
Peekskill, N. Y.
Jacksonville.

Hanna, Helen
Harrison, Dorothy Etherton
Neel, Vernice ·
S.cofidd; Charles Bradley
Sims, K;athryn
Stone, Alvord Lovell
Taylor, Ava
Tompkins, Karl Whitney
Townsend, Mabel Gerrish
SECOND YEAR

Biglow, Ernestine Osborn
Clark, Theron Copeland
Conlter, Margaret Winifred
Fletcher, Alden Sm1th

N·ew . London, Ohio
Winter Park
Tangerine
Cleveland, Ohio

•

LIST OF STUDENTS

French, Ralph Voorhees
Hughes, Thomas Rogers
· McGaughey, John "Thomas
Shelton, Helen Marie

Winter Park
Oxford, -Ohio
Longwood
Lakeland
FIRST YEAR

Common.s, William Walter
· Foley, James Pratt
Furen, Alma Marie
Gay, Frazier
Nettleton, Mary Treat
Schweigl, Emilie .
Sherman, W1lliam Edgar
Vincent, Donald Chamberlain

·

Whitinsville, Mass.
Charlevoix, Mrch.
· Orlando
.
River land
New Haven, Conn.
·· Pine Castle
Bar ·Harbor, M·e.
Washington, D. C.

SPECIALS

Barbour, Antoinette ·
Batchelor, Richard Meriwether
Berk, Irving Stanley
Campbell, Ethe1 May
Chaffee, Jonathan Irvin ,
Ivey, Hettie Lou
Miskovsky, Lou.is Jero.me
Noe, Mary Wilcox
Nogueira, Alfredo Herrera · ,
Roberts, Carey Reid
Salmon, Philip Hathaway
*Sims, Irene
Stevenson, Allen Byron
\Vaddell, Roberta Winnie
Vv addell, Wilbur Albert
Ward, Car.roll Layton
\Vaterhouse, Ali<:e
Waterhouse, Helen
SUB-PREPARATORY
H ntchinson, Franklin Hubbard
Maltbie, H~rriet Bancroft
Roberts, Charles Vict9r
Sullivan, ·Gadsden Dell
Thompson, . Eva Agnes
-. Turner, Charles Ros-s
Ward, Charles Rodney

Chelmisford, Mass, Winter Park
Akron, Ohio Winter -P ark
New York City
Paola
Oberlin, Ohio
. Winter Park
Havana, . _Cuba
Jacksonville
Syracuse, N. Y.
·
Ocoee
Beaver1 Pa;
Winter Park
Winchester, Mass.
Winter Park
Passaic, N. J.
-Passaic, N. J.
Arlington, Mass.
East Orange, N :-"-1.
· · · -Winter Park
Atlantic City, N. '}.
Maitland
Orlat1do Winter Park

SPECIAL SPANISH COURSE
Havana, 'Cuba
Cabrera, Concepcion - .,
Cardenas, Cuba .
Cazanas, Henry Frank
Matanzas, Cuba
Cunningham, Amparo
Havana, Guba
Guzman, Rodolfo
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CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Baas, Jane .
.
.
Orlando
Barbour, Geraldine Dorothy
Chelmsford, Mass.
Barbour, Vivian ·Leone
Chelmsfotd, Moos.
· Beggs, Laura
·
Orlando
·
Biglow, Ernestine Osborn
New Lond9n, Ohio ·
. New ·London, Ohio
Biglow, Irena Turney
Brown, Bessie Lynn
Winter Park
Btince, Catherine Wilhelmina
Oberlin, Ohio
Caldwell, Vida Mae
Eustis
Pittsburgh, , Pa.
Chess, Martha •·
Clark, Theron Copeland
Winter Park
·Winter
Park
Coffin, Eleanot June
Conaway, Mary Louise
Fairmont, W. Va.
Tangerine
Coulter, l\1argaret Winifred
Curry, Okle ·
Orlando
DeWitt, Williams· Glen
Orlando
St. Paul. · Minn.
Fmk, Frances
Charlevoix, . Mich.
Foley, Isabel
Winter Haven
Gates, Katherine Maxwell
Orlando
Gedge, Seymour
.
Orlando
Gedge, T-homas
Orlando
Griffin, Helen
Kennebunk, Me.
Haley, Bettina
Orlando
Hanchett, Winifred ·
Orlando
Hanner, Helen
. Daytona
Haynes, Evelyn Gladys
Sanford
Herring, Eleanor
Sanford
Herring, Viola.
Winter Park
Tngram, Warren Marsh
Orlando
Kanner, Aaron ·
Winter Park
Keezel, Florence Marie .
- Sanford
Klintworth, Wilford Royal
Winter
Park
Krauss, Elizabeth Kedney ·
Orlando
Link, Olive Louise ·
Orlanrlo
1\,fagruder, Sue
East Orange, N. J.
l'\{altbie, Harriet Bancroft
·· ·
Orlando
IvlcN eill, Mary
Orlando
McN eill, Mildred
Orlando
McN1eill, Neill
Oriandu
M-cN eill, Nora .
Jacksonville
J\1 uriel, . Gerardine
.. .
Jacksonville
Muriel, Sara Evans
New Haven, Conn.
Nettleton~ Mary Treat
-Nisle, Irene
·
N orvell 1 Mich .
.·Noe, Mary . Wilcox
Winter Park
Noguerira, Alfredo Herrera
Havana, Cuba
· Auburndale
Noxon, James Isaac
Orlando
Pedrick, Jessie

LIST OF STUDENTS

Pellerin, Sadie Sawyer
Phillips, H-o ward
Phillips, Walter
·Renche·r, · Be~sie Kathleen
Richards, Dorothy Duncanson
Richi_r, Jeanne
Roberts, . Margarette
Robinson; Stuart
Royal, Gertude Hall
Russell, · Lelia
Sawyer, Lillian Everleth
.Schweigl,, Emelie
Scott;· Ione
Shepherd, Martha
Siewert, Frieda Viola
*Sims, Irene
Sims, Kathryn
Slauter, Hildegard Bessie
Smith, Bertha Gladys
. Smith, Margaret Sylvia
·Smith, Zelia Florence
Solomon, Blanche
Solomon,· Celia
Stone, Florence Mercedes
Straley, Virginia
Townsend, Mabel Gerrish
Tracy, Julia. Edna
Vincent, Howard
Wad'dell, Frances
Waddell, Roberta Winnie
Walker, Florence Ellen·
Wardr Frederic Harris
Wheatley~ Elizabeth
Wheatley, Vivian
Wight, Sara
Williford, Mildred

8-7
Jacksonville
... : Orlando -··
Orlando
Apopka
Oberlin
New York City
Ellis Grov·e; Ill.
Orlando
Oberlin, Ohio .
Fort ·Piere~
Savannah, Ga .
Pine. Castle·
Orlando
Winter · Park _Winter Park
Ocoee
·ocoee
Jacksonville
. Rydal, Pa..
. Ryd,al_, Pa.
·Cambridge, Ohio ·
. Orlando
Orlando
Winter Park
Orlando
Jacksonville.
Orlando
Washington,. D. C.
Winter Park
Winter Park ·
Ripley,- N. Y.
W-iriter .Park ·
Winter Park
Winter .Park
Sanford
Apopka

EXTENSION

PIANO

.Winter Park

Giles, Elizabeth
PUBLIC SCHOOL VIOLIN CLASS

Freer, Friebele
Wheatley, -E lizabeth
Yatew, ·Jeffrey_
Fren~h, Louis .
Krauss, Frederick
Taylor, Ellis
·

Winter Park
Winter Park -·
W_inter· Park
. Winte'r Park ·

-.W°inter_-· Park
Winter Park
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· SCHOOL OF APPLIED ARTS.
Winter Park
Keezel, Florencei Marie
Orlando
Link, Olive ·Louise
East Orange, N. J.
Maltbie, Harriet Bancroft
New Haven, Conn.
Nettleton, Mary Treat
Shallcross, Harriet ·
Winter Park
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS.
· Batchelor, Richard Meriwether
Winter Park
· Moline, Ill.
Cooper, Harriet
Havana, Cuba
Guzman, Cecilia
Beloit, Wis.
Hovey, Wiliford
B.oston, Mass.
Jeffries, Julia
Orlando
Jones, Frances
Louisville, Ky:
Ivf cLennan, Elsie
Cleveland, Ohio
Metcalf, Anna
Winter Park
Powers, Rose MacM1aster
Apopka
Rencher, Bessie Kathleen
New Haven, Conn.
Sargent, Louise
Orlando
Yow ell, Elizabeth
SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC ARTS.
Biglow, Irena Turney
New London, Ohio
Campbell, Alice Modena
Winter Park
Tampa
Hanna, Helen
· Daytona
Hayn~s, Evelyn Gladys
Salmon, Loretta
Beloit, Wis.
*Sims, Irene
Ocoee
Sims, Kathryn .
Ocoee
Townsend, Mabel Gerrish
Jack;onville
_Ripley, N. Y.
Walker, Florence Ellen
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS.
4 .bik, .Meta · Elnora
,. Arnette, Hettie
Arrants, George Young
Backus, Mary Eleanor
Barnes, Margaret
Biglow, Irena Turney
· Booth, Katherine
Brantley, James Quinn
Cabrera, Concepcion
Cahill, Letitia
Caldwell, Vida Mae
Cassady, Lena
Cazanas, Hen,ry Frank
Chess, Dorothea

Winter Park
Longwood
Aucilla
Winter Park
Sanford
New London, Ohio
· Tavares
Frostproof
H·avana, Cuba
Asheville, N. C.
Eustis
Tavares
Card~nas, Cuba
Pittsbtirgh, Pa.

LIST OF STUDENTS

Cleave, Bertram Campbell
Conaway, Mary Louise
Conway, Ephraim Davis
Conlter, Margaret Winifred
Cunningham, Amparo
Cunningham,: Raul
Dickson, Katherine
Dodd, Dale
Dodd, Ressie ·G ertrude
Dodd, · Lola
Dodd, Mary Stella
Entz, Hazel Lowell
Entzminger, Mall'de
Evans, .Norine Traylor
Farnsworth, ·Lilly
Fletcher, Alden Smith
Foard, Annie Ruth
Foley, James . Pratt
Ford, -Goldie
Fox, Julia Elizabeth
Futch, Laurence Millard, Jr.
Gay, Frazier
Gearing, Herbert Chelsea
Gonzalez, Frances
Green,. Emily M·a thews
Gross, Ferne
Guiteras, Laura Louise
Guzman, Cecilia
Guzman, Rodolfo
Hall, Lois Theadosea
Hanchett, Winifred
Han sell, Vera
Harcourt, -Christine Ree.ce
Harris, John ·
Harris, Maude Viola
Harris, Percy
Haynes, Evelyn Gladys
Hills, Ruth Elliott
Hilyard, William Wright, Jr.
Hoequist, Ellen Elizabeth
Hunter, \Valter
Hutchins-on, Franklin Hubbard
James, Eileen
Jordan, Arthur Edward
- Leffler; Peacha
Lehmann, Emma Minnie
Lucius, Ralph.
. Lundgren,. Emma
M:aines, N ettye
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Trenton, N. · J.
Fairmont, W. Va.
Rostwick '
T a:ngeririe
Matanzas, Cuba
Matanzas-, Cuba
: Venice
Winter- Park
- Winter -Park
Winter Park
Winter Park
Tavares -·
Longwood
_Orlando
: Sanford
Cleveland~ Ohio
Winter · Park
Charlevoix, Mich.
Sanford
Winter ·Park
Lakeland
Riverfand
Sebring
Havana, Cuba
Winter ·Park

Orlando
Mlatanzas, Cuba

Hav~na, CuJSa
Hav~a, Cuba
Lyons, Col.
Orlando
Winter Park
Winter Park
Winter Park

Eu-stis

Wfoter ·-P ark

·n ·aytena

Winter· Park
Asbury Park, N. J.
0rlan1do
Winter Park Ar Hngton, · Mass. · ·
Orlando

Oak Hill
Sanford .
Lockhart
Winter -Park
Orl~ndo
Sanford

go
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Maltbie, Harriet Bancroft
Mayer, Antoinette ·
:!\1cGaughey, John Thomas
M cGaughey, Willie Lou
l\1eriwether, · Elizabeth
:i\Hilen, Oara Mae ·
Mulholland, Grac.e Elbeth
Munson, Fannie Reba
1\1 unson, Zoe
·Muriel, Sara Evans
Nash, Emily
Neel, Sadie Cleo
Noe, Mary Wilcox
Nord, Nelson An drew
Nutt, M·a ty Helena
Partin, Hugh · Raym·o nd
Philips, Marion Tracy
Pierce1 Clar·ence Gordon
Pope, Ethel Draper
Powell, Coma
Redditt, Philip Bradley
Richir, Jeanne
Roberson, Minnie
Roberts, Carey Reid
Roberts, Charles Victor
Roberts, Ruth Celeste
Rose, Ethel · Lillian
Russell, Edna
Russell, Elizabeth
Russell, Lelia
Sahlberg, Nils
Salmon,' Philip Hathaway
Sample, Irma Lillie
Sawyer, Clinton Howell, Jr.
Schweigl, Emilie
Shackleford, Jesse
Shaff er, Samuel Merlin
Slauter, Hildegard Bessie
Smith, Bertha Gla:dys
Smith, Donald
Smith, Louise
Smyth, Florence Claudine
Stevens, Martha
Stubbs, Wyman Wycke
Sullivan, Gadsden Dell
Swingle, Ora Edgar
Taylor, Irma
Thomas, Fred
Thompson, Eya Agnes
1

.

East Orange, N. J.
Orlando
Longw~d
Longwood
Winter Park
Sanford
Winter Park
Sanford
Sanford
Jacksonville
. Sanford
Winter ·Park
Winter Park
Axtell, Kansas
Tavares
Maitland
Sanford
· Winter .P ark
Winter ·Park
Winter Park
Maitland
New York City
Winter Park
Jacksonville
Winter Park
Sanford
Lockhart
Orlando ·
Fort Pierce
Fort Pierce
Orlando
Syracuse, N. Y.
Lebanon, Oregon
Savannah, Ga.
· Pine Castle
Winter Park
Winter Park
Jacksonville
Rydal, Pa.
Winter Park
Winter Park
Tavares
Orlando
Oakland
·· Atlantic City, N. J.
Frostproof
Winter Park
Winter Park
Maitland

..
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS
.

Tilden, Harold Conr.ad
Townsend, Mabel Gerrish
Turner, Charles Ross
Waddell, Wilbur Albert
Walker, Claire.
Walker, Robert Garfield
Wa:rd, Charles Rodney
Waid~ Firederic Harris
Waterhouse, Alice
Watkins, Pansy
· Wheatley, Gussie
Whit_eho\tse, George .Thomas
\Vhitehouse, _L ula Lydia
Wight, Loi s Gowdy
William-s, Jasper·_·Moses
Wilson, Jane . . ·
W offo-r d, .Lena
Zeall, Mary Elizabeth

... .

1

.

. Winter .Garden · .
Jacksonville · ·
Orlando ·.
Winchester, · Mass~
Sanford
¥ us.k egon~ Mich.
•Winter Park
·· .Winter- Park
-Passaic,.. N...J..
Orlando
· Winter 'Park
Sebring ·
Sebring
San.ford
Winter Park
Winter Park
Orlando·
-Brooklyn·

· * Deceased.

SU~IMARY.
College
Academy .
Suh;..Preparatory
Special Spanish. Course
Conservatory of Music
School .of Applied Arts
School of. Fine Arts
School of Domestic Arts.
S~hool o-f Business
Total
D,uplicates

Net total

46 _
58·.
7
4·

85
5
12

9·
130

